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Read /Jook reviews on: hair, poetry and 
Soujourner Truth. 
The Riverside Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 
recently held is 14th annual installation of Officers 
Awards Banquet. 
ay of Hope Drug and Alcohol Ministry recently 
celebrated its first year anniversary. 
Volume 21 Number 6 
NCNW Hold All Male 
Fashion Show 
The National Council 
Negro Women Riverside 
Section is having their Second 
All Male Fashion Show on 
March 21, 1993. The event will 
take place at March Air Force 
Base's N.C.O. Club. The time 
is 6:00 pm and the donation is 
$15. 
You must RSVP in order to 
attend. Call (909) 792-7603 for 
more information. 
Public Announcement 
Applications are being taken 
for the "Miss Arrowhead Elks 
Contest". Female participants 
must be 15 to 21 years of age, 
unmarried and have no children 
of their own. Any one in the 
cities of Fontana, Rialto, 
Highland, Colton, Redlands, 
Muscoy and San Bernardino 
may compete. Competition will 
consist of Evening wear presen-
tation, talent, articulation and 
swimwear. 
For further infonnation or an 
application please call (909) 
883-8689 ask for Jan. 
New Hope's Nurses Guild 
Hold Spring Luncheon 
New Hope Missionary 
Baptist Church of San 
Bernardino, Nurses Guild, are 
planning their 8th Annual 
Spring Luncheon. 
The luncheon will be held at 
the NCO Club, Norton Air 
Force Base, San Bernardino, on 
March 13, 1993 at 11:30 am. 
Guest speak.er will be Judge 
RomonaJoyceGarreu , from 
Northern Solano Municipal 
Court, located in Fairfield, 
California. 
For information call (909) 
884-3809. 
Leon Isaac Kennedy 
Speaks At Open Arms 
Open Arms Fellowship 
proudly presents the ministry of 
Leon Isaac Kennedy on Sunday, 
February 28th, 10:30 am and 
7:00pm, at 2850 Foothill Blvd. 
#203 (above Goode's Barber 
Shop and next to the Tattoo 
Shop). 
For more infonnation please 
call (909) 874-3352. 
Celebrate Black Women 
Writers In February 
February is Black History 
Month, a time to remember the 
African-American heroes of our 
past and present. Recognizing 
the contributions of Black 
women, as well as men, adds a 
whole new dimension to 
American history, and enables 
us to better understand the 
African-American heritage. In 
particular, African-American 
women writers can provide the 
perfect focus for your Black 
History Month programs. 
For a Black History Month 
brochure about African-
American women call (707) 
838-6000. 
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Clinton's Economic Presentation MV Civic Group 
Returns To Mall 
After Apology 
:Bill:'.ci1nt~n·s~Ecoho'mib PtaK oufoned i;st week was comprehensive covering the 
area~ of: J~cono'!ilcs, Job:Stlf!lulus, SITl~II Business, Community Development, 
Economl~ Gr_owth, Health Care, Opportunities for Children, Education and Job 
;Tralnlng,;Nat1onal,Servlce, Helping the Working Poor, Welfare, Protecting our 
famllles; Budget Cuts, Cutting the Deficit, Defense, Taxing the American People, 
,fJledlcare, Energy Taxes, and A Better Standard of Living. · 
-~···••,• :;;.. ··:}. .-·!- ; . • ,• 
Learn To Complete 
Aid And College A 
inancial 
lications 
Member. 811 North "D" Street, San 
Registration 93 will be free , ardino, CA 92404. 
A Moreno Valley 
Towngate merchant 
harass Black History 
performers. 
Members of the Moreno Valley Black Civic 
Association say they were 
treated disrespectfully when an 
angry merchant threatened to 
throw a gospel singing group out 
of the Towngate Mall in Moreno 
Valley last Saturday during their 
performance. Members have 
since the news coverage, agreed 
with the mall to return to finish 
the last two days, after an 
apology from mall management 
According to Linda Lewis, 
President of the Moreno Valley 
Black Civic Association, last 
Saturday the issue was the 
volume of the PA system and 
number of people. Lewis said 
she only went to the mall for a 
Gospel program; the NCNW 
went fo.r a fashion show. Mall 
marketing . manager, 
"Mickey" Marraffino, 
encouraged the other events . 
"What started as an event to 
show our culture and thereby 
create understanding turned 
bad," said Juanita Barnes, the 
Ci vie group's ----!!!!!!!" 
"if you 
don't turn 
down the 
volume I'll 
public 
relations 
person. Lewis 
said, "The 
gospel group, 
Set Free, has 
speakers in take the 
their k 
stomachs." spea er out 
Using this as and stop 
a figure of h h ,, 
speech. She t e S OW. 
said, _"t~ey ---said angry 
were smgmg h 
and JESUS mere ant. 
was going all 
over the mall. People who came 
with the gospel singers were in 
the front of the mall. The mall 
didn't expect so many people." 
The group began singing in a PA 
system; people started coming 
out of the stores to see who was 
singing and Lewis, who was in 
charge of the PA kept turning it 
down. People in the mall were 
requesting the volume to be 
turned up; however, before it 
could be resolved, a merchant 
went to Thurston Brown, 
NCNW president, and angrily 
said "if you don't tum down the 
volume I'll take the speaker out 
and stop the show." " I was tired, 
I had just been in a parade , so I 
just said thanks 
CONTINUED ON B-8 
Registration '93 will be presented free on Saturday, February 
27, 1993 from 8 AM to 4 PM at 
the Riverside Convention 
Center. The seminar is 
sponsored by Dameron 
Communications and The Black 
Voice Foundation Inc., 
"This seminar is designed to 
to all high school students. "The l Traditionally the time for 
costs for the event is being paid univer$ity registration is 
for by a prominent local November. The group is holding 
business leader who wishes no Registration '93 now because 
publicity, The Black Voice Federal and State Financial Aid 
Foundation Inc. and Dameron fonns are due March 2nd. 
Communications a local "We added registration 
Advertising and Public completion because universities 
Relations finn. Dameron will be accept applications for non-
JW North Calm After 
Several Small Fights 
assist African-
American, Hispanic 
and Asian students in 
the preparation of 
university and 
financial aid 
impacted majors as late 
"We added registration completion as September. Most ' 'T 
b · people don't know this o d a Y • , ecause universities accept and they might (Wednesday), 1s 
applications for non-impacted majors postpone their relatively calm 
as late as September. Most people applications for another and back to nonnal," said Dale 
year when they could K i n n e a r, 
don't know this and they might scan in Fall of '93," said II Th Principal of 
..... ey ff h 
postpone their applications for D~~~~~· Colleges and had chains, r0:t: O O 1f . 
another year when they could start in Universities have been billy clubs Kinnear, gave 
Fall of '93 ," - -said Dameron. invited to send Equal but no the following 
coordinator. "We have Opportunity Program ft account of 
united in an effort to assist presentmg the seminar along (EOP), admission and financial rearms. w h a t 
applications," said 
Carl Dameron 
President of Dameron 
Communications, Cal 
Poly, Pomona 
Alumnus and seminar 
students in applying for with local university studentS, aid representatives to the They came · happened that 
admission to the college or high school teachers, counselors seminars to meet minority on campus caused twenty 
and administrators. ·11 be ail bl fi t d ts university of their choice," said students. They w1 av a e ft h 1ve s u en 
Dameron. Students that wish to attend all day for students and their t~ ig t one to be 
Toe focus of this effort is to the seminar can pick up parents to meet and discuss kid, but I suspended and 
assist minority students, but regiSttation forms at their high what the universities and don't know almost twenty 
everyone is invited to attend, school counseling center, The colleges have to offer. h " arrests to 
said Hardy Brown, Co- Black Voice Newspaper, or by Dameron plans to make the W y. ---said occur. 
publisher of the Black Voice sending a stamped self- Registration effort an annual Kinnear "It began 
News and San Bernardino addressed envelope to : Carl event. -=====- on Friday, 
Unified School District Board Dameron, RegiStration •93, CONTINlJF.D ON B-8 when 10 to 15 majority non-
school students, approached the 
campus but were stopped at the 
corner of the parking lot. They 
had chains, billy clubs but no 
firearms. They came on campus 
to fight one kid, but I don't know 
why." Reportedly it was because 
earlier in the day, a Black 
student beat a Hispanic student. 
Although it is rumored that the 
fight was racial, Kinnear says he , 
suspended student of many , 
races. 
"One arrest was made from 
the group of students on Friday," 
he said. "Monday was fine, there 
was no tension there were two 
police cars just in case Friday 
continued. The kids were in front 
of the school and about 15 to 20 
Hispanics chased a group of 
Black kids, who ran into the 
school (administration) office. 
CONTINUED ON B-8 
-==.:.:::-=..==.=..=-=-:.::..=.:_=..=:..=._ __ --:::------:-....-::::;-:-:;:::-::::::-::::::::;~~~ Jessie Turner Remembered t:rs;~ea~:r~~~:t~°F~~~~:~~f~f~ Maruko / Radisson Hotel For Sale 
-·-,,.,·-.,, ... ,g,·,.•d'>>"• December of 1981. In 1992 a group 
of Fontana citizens, Pastor For only $7 million you can 
Char les Singleton,Loveland, buy a piece of choice 
John Williams, Derby Club, property in San 
Charles Redd, Ever-Ready Social Bernardino. A 12 story, 233 
Club, Ted Davis, and Benton C. 
Blakely, operation 2nd Chance, room hotel, with a spa, restaurant 
petitioned the Board of and two lounges. 
pervlsors to establish a lasting The owner, Maruko 
tribute to her memory by renam- Corporation, owns 10 hotels and 
Ing t he North Fontana Community is trying to sell five in California. 
Center In her honor. It was 
because of her hard work the cen- The hotel remains to be the 
ter was built and It was only fitting center of controversy in the 
that she be honored. The commit- Black community. 
tee said "A tribute in memory of Originally the hotel was built 
her tireless dedication to our com- . 
munlty." In 1993, another group Is by Herman Enghsh. He was 
r membering Turner. The San forced into bankruptcy by many 
Bernardino Board of Supervisors factors he could not control, 
and the North Fontana including racism. According to 
Community will pay tribute to the English, after he built the hotel, 
dynamic woman who dedicated he was offered 10% to get out by 
her life to helping others by 
unveiling a memorial plaque, Mayor Bob Holcomb, when he 
which will be proudly displayed in refused, his troubles, got worse. 
the center. The program will take English would have been the 
place at the annual Black History only Black owner of a major 
activities, th is Saturday at the hotel in the nation national and 
Jessie Turner Center. "All races . . • 
n be proud to have known and regional conventions were scout-
worked with, Ms. Turner, a woman ing his site. The National 
of Immense dedication." NAACP was involved in negoti-
ations which broke down. He 
needed a $5 million loan to com-
plete the deal. "English wouldn't 
listen," said his critics. English 
was the one who had the invest-
ment of $22 million. 
When Holcomb was defeated, 
by Evelyn Wilcox, a buyer was 
sought. The main interest came 
from a Tokyo based finn. They 
came into a hostile situation, 
some angry about non-
Americans for tying up the hotel 
and convention center for 75 
years, others angry about the raw 
deal English got from the city. 
And unofficial boycott existed · 
and the hotel was not progress- · 
ing. Racial bias became an 
issue. Reportedly Blacks are 
hired and quickly fired or let go. 
Last year it (Radisson) report-
edly lost $572,200. They do nol 
want to close the hotel. 
If no acceptable bid is received, 
the hotel's fate is in the hands of 
Bank of America the lender. 
I 
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Issues & Opinions 
COMMENTARY• LETTERS TO THE EDITOR•PDLITICS 
-The Black Voice News 
Editorials 
.,:;': Vote In San Bernardino March 2 For 
_., , .. 
. 
. , 
Estrada and Curlin 
-="i t 
. San Bernardino voters will be asked to make a decision on the 
:'
1
'Mayor and Second Ward City Council. As we said before we chose 
:>Esther Estrada for Mayor. . 
:_ • To help her Fred Curlin.M.D. is our choice. Curlin has a practice 
·' .in the hean of the community, helping those who do not have med-
s; ical services. He is hard working honest and has demonstrated by 
: his training and financial investment he is committed to the Ward. 
·• '. As we said, Estrada is a consensus builder and will do a fine job 
>as Mayor. 
! ·· Vote for Estrada and Curlin on March 2. 
:• f 
r 
Quick Action Averts A Worst 
Situation At North High 
This week, North High School in Riverside, experienced a dis-
~ turbance that was racial in nature. The quick action by school 
~ authorities kept things from getting worse. In an effort to keep the 
campus safe the police were called in and they will continue to be 
present the rest of the week. 
: The disturbance was started by youth who were not students of 
the school. Their agenda was to create havoc and beat other stu-
:•dents. 
Principal Dale Kinnear and his staff along with Dell Roberts, of 
the district office should be commended for the quick action they 
'took to quell the disturbance. 
' Young people must learn school is a place for learning, not a 
ground for fighting or killing each other. Our children are angry. 
Schools and parents must invest some time and resources working 
.with students anger level. We must teach them to deal with the feel-
fags they have. A moment of anger can cause a lifetime of grief for 
• the young person and each of their families. 
... 
. 
.. 
. 
.. 
. 
.. 
:· 
The Maruko / Radisson Will Not Be 
Successful Until English is Made 
Whole 
.: Owners of the Maruko / Radisson in San Bernardino have decid• 
l: ed to sell, after the city put 3.4 million dollars in to help them stay 
afloat. Most recently, about six months ago., taxpayers, gave them 
t -$400,000 to put in new signs and pay the fees for the Radisson fran-
chise. 
:~ Many in the community were unaware that the hotel was still 
·, I owned by the Maruko Corporation. They began using the facility 
• ignoring the fact a Black man, Herman English could not get any 
: help from the city. He was forced into bankruptcy by changes in 
~ rules and regulations, racism and other unforeseeable things. Every 
: time he found someone to give him a letter of credit, he was turned 
: aown ~y the city. 
! We remind anyone who wants to continue to go there, to watch 
! ... the pool of blood that is inside of every door. blood shed by a man 
❖ w~o ~ave every11:1i~g he had to build a great hotel in the city. He 
: bull! It fo~ $22 m1ll1on, that he c?llateralized, money that belonged 
t to his family. Maruko purchased 1t for $10 million and now it is for 
~ sale for $7 million. 
Ut~ ·.P~o~e ask. why do we continue not to attend anything at the 
t ~ad1sson?· It 1s because,Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King, Jr. 
; ~r.iught us we must stand up for what is right. If King had listened to 
! ;-the owners of the bus company Black people would have ridden the 
.-~ bus for free. Segregation would have not been broken and we 
: would not be allowed to spent the $3 billion a year we now spend 
• on hotels and convention centers. 
" · We hope the city and the Maruko Corporation will, find a buyer, 
~ut first, make Herman English whole again. We don't know if he is 
. m!ere~ted, but, whoever buys it will not have success unless some-
'tfi.mg 1s done about the English equation. 
Letters To The Editor 
DEAR EDITOR:(Black Voice News) 
Every week the Black Voice News arrives at my home, it brings 
light not found elsewhere. This was emphatically true of the 
January 14, 1993 special Martin Luther King, Jr. issue. I thoroughly 
enjoyed reading the issue but more importantly King's voice rang 
~ loud and clear on every page. Dr. King's voice will never be 
• silenced! Cheryl and Hardy Brown, Black Voice News publishers, 
keep it alive, vibrant, current and a constant reminder in what he 
stood for. The Black Voice News commemoration of Dr. King's 
birthday will be among my treasures; may my heirs discover it for 
generations to come. Sincerely, Dane Light. 
DEAR EDITOR: (Black Voice News) 
CONSUMERS ARE BEING RIPPED OFF! Everyday, home-
) owners are being lied to and deceived by roofing salesmen who will 
.. say anything to make a fast buck. 
~!-- _ Specifically, most homes in California were engineered to safely 
: - - hold 7 pounds per square foot in roofing weight. The marketers of 
: . heavy and so called lightweight concrete and cement based roofing 
: . materials fail to inform the unsuspecting homeowner that their prod-
- ucts weigh more than most homes can safely tolerate. When you add 
· the weight of the necessary underlayments, fasteners, hip and ridge 
. pieces, grout and high water absorption, you have a recipe for disas-
..ter. 
• · The result? Severely damaged homes, cracked and buckled walls, 
windows and doors that no longer properly operate. 
·' · With ·t~ays inadeq~ate testing procedures, roof assemblies clas~ 
: sifted as "C" may provide far more protection than a roof classified 
. as "A". 
These issues regarding wind resistance, impact resistance and 
firefighter safety need to be reflected in the ICBO Codes. 
While we are trying to get the ICBO codes updated to reflect real 
world fire conditions, The Committee for Fire Safe Roofing contin-
. ues to successfully lobby against any changes in code requirements. 
; ..... We urge you to take a stand on this vital issue. 
.. . . Lets act now to eliminate political favoritism and code inadequa-
cies, and change the codes to protect California homeowners. 
, For further information, please call Frank Schwartz at 714-580-
3057. 
I ' 
, ) 
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FBI Names Muslim Informer 
By TONY BROWN 
Did a Black FBI agent or informant infiltrate the Black 
Muslims and literally call "the 
shots" that killed Malcolm X? 
Author Karl Evanzz (The 
Judas Factor: The Plot to Kill 
Malcolm X) says on Tony 
Brown's Journal (PBS) this 
month in a four-part Black 
History Month TV special ("The 
Life and Death of Malcolm X") 
that the FBI confirmed by phone 
that the man he points the finger 
at in his book as the "Judas" in 
the Nation of Islam was their 
man. Later Evanzz received a 
letter from the FBI, according to 
Evanzz, "not confirming or 
denying" its earlier 
confirmation. 
Louis Lomax named the 
Nation of-Islam inner-circle FBI 
informant on page 82 of his 
1963 book, When the Word Is 
Given. Evanzz names him 
throughout Judas and repeats 
Lomax' evidence. A FBI memo 
referred to this "Judas" as "the 
best adminstrative mind" in the 
Black Muslim organization. 
Is it possible that the Black 
Muslims were duped into 
creating the climate to take 
Malcolm X's life and into doing 
the intelligence community's 
dirty work? 
There is ample evidence, as 
Evanzz has uncovered in FBI 
files, that something like 7,000 
Blacks had been recruited by 
1973 for what the FBI called its 
"Ghetto Informants Program." 
The Black Muslims were 
thoroughly infiltrated in the 
ranks as well as in Elijah 
Muhammad's inner circle. As 
one FBI memo said: "If Herbert 
Muhammad could be removed 
as successor to the leadership of 
the Nation of Islam, it would 
place our top•level Nation of 
Islam informants in a better 
position to neutralize the 
extremist cult." 
Journalist Karl Evanzz, who 
spent 15 years uncovering more 
than 300,000 pages of 
previously classified FBI 
documents and hidden 
information about Malcolm X's 
assassination, compiled his 
findings in -an explosive new 
book called The Judas Factor: 
The Plot to Kill Malcolm X 
(1bunder's Mouth Press, 1-800-
788-3128). Evanzz explains that 
the U.S. intelligence community 
had the motive, the means and, 
with the help of an infiltrator in 
the Nation of Islam, the 
opportunity to assassinate 
Malcolm X. 
Reacting to rather unusual 
and somewhat bizarre events 
during the survelliance of his 
movements, Malcolm X told 
Alex Haley the day before he 
was assassinated in 1965 that 
the Black Muslims were not 
capable of many of the things 
that were happening to him. 
However, Malcolm was 
convinced that the Nation of 
Islam wanted him dead. Black 
Muslim leaders in highly 
inflammatory speeches and 
articles in Muhammad Speaks 
urged their followers to take 
Malcolm's life. Black Muslims 
shadowed, harassed and tried to 
attack him because they 
considered Malcolm a hypocrite 
and traitor because he publicly 
accused Elijah Muhammad, the 
Nation of Islam's leader, of 
impregnating several of his 
secretaries. But Malcolm X had 
also opened up another can of 
worms. He was actively 
organizing a movement in the 
United Nations, using Africa 
and other 'J'hird World countries 
to embarrass the United States 
for its racist oppression of 
Blacks and linking America to 
South Africa as pariahs in the 
world community. Malcolm X 
was scheduled to speak at an 
international conference of the 
world's leading non-White 
revolutionaries, such as Cuba's 
Che Guevara and the PLO, in 
early March, 1965 (a week after 
Malcolm was murdered) and 
condemn America for racial 
discrimination. The intelligence 
community was concerned 
about Malcolm embarrassing the 
U.S. and giving the Soviet 
Union a Cold War propaganda 
victory. After all, America 
couldn't teach democracy 
abroad if it did not practice it at 
home. 
Another guest on the TV 
special will make public for the 
first time conversations in 
Africa and personal letters from 
Malcolm X describing his 
contacts with an ally and 
independence leader in Kenya 
named Pio Pinto. Evanzz says 
the FBI had observed Malcolm 
and Pinto together during the 
last half of 1964. 
Three days after Malcolm X 
was assassinated in New York, 
Pio Pinto was assassinated in 
Kenya. Coincidence or clue? 
Information on the Buy 
Freedom 900 Network: 212-
575-2389. 
Tony Brewn's Journal TV 
series can be seen on your local 
public television station, (PBS). 
For more information on video 
tapes from the four-part series or 
a video catalog, call (212)575-
0876; to order, call 1-800-524-
3552. 
Arthur Ashe: ''Farewell'' From Friends 
BY WILLIAM REED preacher, Rev. Jesse Jackson, 
said, "He always knew how free 
he was not. He turned anger into 
the Olympic Order, one of the 
most prestigious decorations in 
international athletics. 
Ashe Selected Posthumously For 
AFL-CIO Humanitarian Award 
Friends of Arthur Robert Ashe, Jr. converged here from around the 
globe to pay their final respects. 
At the wake, 5,000 tearful and 
solemn mourners filed past his 
open casket in the mansion 
home of his close friend, t;i'e 
governor of Virginia. Ashe 's 
mahogany coffin rested on a 
burgundy•draped bier, flanked 
by palms, floral sprays and soft, 
rose lamps. Eli's face, had a 
peaceful expression. Eli's hands 
were crossed. He was dressed in 
a navy blazer, a blue shirt and 
tropical•colored tie. 
·T he AFL-CIO today selected Arthur Ashe as the posthumous recipient of its 1993 Murray-Green-Meany Award for 
humanitarian services, citing his lifelong dedication to civil 
governor 's mansion and 
gymnasium. African National 
Congress (ANC) and Haitian 
political and human rights 
leaders attended the wake and 
memorial service. D.C. Mayor 
Sharon Pratt Kelly attended and 
said, "He was the consummate 
scholai;, athlete and role 
model. His humble style, 
practiced both on and off the 
court, was celebrated by 
millions of people around the 
world. He was truly a class act." 
A three.hour memorial 
service held at the Arthur R. 
Ashe, Jr. Athletic Center was 
the final chance for over 6,000 
luminaries and common folk to 
say "goodbye" to the body of 
this American hero. There were 
21 speakers on the memorial 
service program. They included: 
Virginia Gov. I, Douglas Wilder, 
Richmond Mayor Walter 
Kennedy, New York Mayor 
David Dinkins, former United 
Nations ambassador Andrew 
Young, Randall Robinson of 
TransAfrica, ·Rev. Jesse Jackson, 
and Commerce Secretary Ron 
Brown, who represented 
President Clinton. 
Dinkins said that Ashe "was 
just plain better than most of 
us." All the speakers at the 
memorial service constantly 
reminded the audience of Ashe 's 
poise and courage before he 
succumbed to AIDS-related 
pneumonia at 49, citing as 
evidence his fights against 
racism, apartheid, prejudice, 
against Haitian refugees, his 
myriad medical problems and 
his battles on the tennis court. 
Andrew Young, an ordained 
minister, told the audience, "He 
was able to take this burden of 
race and wear it as a cloak of 
djgnity. God has used Arthur in 
many ways we do not 
understand." Another famous 
rights causes and recent help for AlDs victims. 
The Executive Council of the 14-million-member labor federation 
noted that Ashe, while best known as a tennis star, had been a strong 
activist for civil rights both in the United States and abroad, and was 
a good friend of labor. 
In 1975, after he won world recognition as winner of the 
Wunbledon title, Ashe supported a strike at Head Ski and Tennis Co., 
the makers of the tennis racket that bore his signature. 
Ashe died on February 6 at the age of 49 from pneumonia, a 
complication of AIDS that he contracted from a blood transfusion in 
1983. 
Vmcent R. Sombrotto, chainnan of the AFL-CIO Committee on 
Community Services and president of the National Association o 
Letter Carriers, praised Ashe 's life as he recommended that the 
Executive Council select Ashe for the prestigious award. 
"Arthur Ashe did not rest on his laurels," Sombrotto said. "His 
gifts as a tennis player brought him many rewards. But he believed 
responsibilities go with those rewards and his life reflected that 
belief." 
The Murray-Green-Meany award will be presented posthumously 
to Ashe during the 31st National AFL-CIO Conference on 
Community Services in Washington, DC, July 19-21. 
energy and stumbling blocks Representatives from the U.S. 
into stepping stones ... He built a and around the world filled the 
But in addition to the high 
and mighty of the world, the sea 
of everyday people that came to 
paid respects probably 
demonstrated the universality of 
his message and triumphs. 
Native Richmonders such as 
Walter Gaines were proud of the 
fact that Ashe grew up here. He 
said he was also proud that Ashe 
overcame segregation imposed 
on him here and elsewhere, and 
achieved success in tennis and 
international rights efforts. "He 
lived a life with a statement," 
Gaines said. Echoing the 
thoughts of African 
Americans from all walks of life 
Gaines said, "Ashe's life was 
a testament to the belief that you 
'let nothing tum you back' from 
your goals." 
l
code of conduct for the gifted. 
His dignity was non-~----------------------- , 
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Charlie Pasarnell, Ashe 's Adjudicated, a legal newspaper or general circulation on July 8, 1974, case 
oomate at UCLA. Honorary 
pallbearers included "Today" 
anchor Bryant Gumbel and 
ennis great Stan Smith. Leroy 
Walker, president of the United 
States International Olympic 
Committee, honored Ashe with 
number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County. 
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Spring Time Greeted By 
Gourmet Food 
This year, Spring will be 
ushered in by an enchanted 
evening of fabulous gourmet 
food at the Healthy Hearts Food 
Fantasy sponsored by the San 
Bernardino County Chapter of 
the American Hean Association 
on Thursday, March 18 from 6 
to 9 pm. St Bernardine Medical 
Center, at the comer of Highland 
& Waterman Avenues in San 
Bernardino, will be this year's 
host for the healthiest food 
festival anywhere! 
Tickets are $25 per person in 
advance and are available by 
calling (800) 934-1670. 
Dedicated Radio 
In recognition of the national contributions and achievements of Afro-
Americans, the Crafton Hills 
College (CHC) Black Student 
Union (BSU) is proud to 
announce a two-hour program 
which will culminate in a 
performance by the nationally 
renown Dedicated Radio 
Angelical Choir, March 12, 
starting at 7 p.m., at the CHC 
Performing Arts Center. The 
public is invited and admission 
is free. · 
The theme of the program 
will be "Share the Dream," and 
will include a reenactment of Dr. 
Martin Luther King's famous "I 
Have a Dream" speech. Dr. Jay 
Edwards, chairperson of the 
CHC Computer and Information 
Sciences Department and an 
ordained Baptist minister for 24 
years, will be presenting King's 
speech at the beginning of the 
program. . 
"In light of the Rodney King" 
incident and the resulting L. A. 
uprisings, the BSU felt that we 
needed to sponsor a program 
that would emphasi ze the 
strength and accomplishments of 
Afro-Americans in the past, 
present and future," said Leslie 
Bryan, CHC BSU president The 
Dedicated Radio Angelical 
Choir, comprised of 60 singers 
representing the Community• 
Missionary Baptist Church in 
Redlands, has performed 
throughout the United States. 
The choir has recorded fou r 
Valley Fever Heats Up California Counties 
I 
·our I associated with malaise, muscle 
aches and fatigue. The infections 
Valley Fever Heats Up Bodies are shon in duration and .may be 
California Counties L.. __________ _._ passed off by the patient or 
A major epidemic of physician as an influenza-like 
coccidioidomycosis (Valley illness. Of the 40% who are 
Fever), a mysterious dust borne symptomatic the majority will 
disease has infected more than recover without treatment. 10 to 
4,000 people and killed 34 in 15% of these become ill enough 
Kem County alone over the last to require medical care. 
16 months. There has been The disease st rikes 
increased reporting in Orange, individuals of all ages, howeve 
Tulare and Ventura counties. the very young and the the very 
Desen areas have also reported a old often have the worst clinical 
rise in activity. outcomes. The pri mary 
Coccidioidomycosis was first Dr. Ernest LevlSter pulmonary disease shows_ no 
diagnosed in 1892. The first true The disease presents in three racial p redilection but 
epidemic occurred following a forms - primary (the lung), dissemination ~learly . occu_rs 
dust storm in 1977. The disease progressive (in the lung) and more commonly m certam racial 
is caused by a fungus, disseminated or scattered groups. It is not known wh~, but 
Coccidioides immitis, a normal throughout the body. The individuals of Afro-American, 
inhabitant of sandy and asymptomatic primary Filipi~o, Hispanic, n ~tive-
somewhat salty soil. Spores pulmonary infections will result American and other oriental 
oreak off the parent fungus and in a positive skin test. 60% of extractions, have an increased 
can be inhaled by susceptible infected individuals are incidence of dissemination. 
individuals producing a primary asymptomatic and remain so for Some symptomatic patients 
pulmonary infection. The fungus life. Others may have a may be inaccurately diagnostr.4 
spores then develop and respiratory illness characterized as hav.ing a community acqui red 
reproduce in the human. by fever, cough, headache often pneumonia. Appropri ate 
Continued On B-8 __ ___, 
Table Egg Products 
QUESTION: Is there any-
thing new in the table egg prod-
ucts area? 
ANSWER A number of new 
egg products are on the m·arket. 
One product is called 
Simply Eggs a liquid whole 
egg that has 80 percent less 
cholesterol and has been 
pasteurized. In the cholesterol-
removal process, yolks and 
whites are separated. Then a 
com starch substance is added to 
the yolks that attaches itself to 
the cholesterol. Next, the yolks 
are spun at a high speed to 
remove the cholesterol and 
starch combination. The 
low-cholesterol yolks are then 
mixed with the egg whites and 
the mixture is oasteurized. 
Simply Eggs, which are ro-
I Ho=D~ND I 
Eunice Williamson 
cessed by Micheal Foods and 
distributed by Crystal 
Farms, are packaged in two 
cartops per package. Each pack-
a e contains the e uivalent of 
nine shell eggs and has a sug-
gested retail price o 
$1.99. 
Another product recently 
introduced by a major chain in 
the Chicago market is called 
Good News Eggs. These shell 
eggs are packaged in a 
regular egg carton and adver-
tised as having five times more 
Omega 3 than regular eggs. 
Omega 3 is defined as a fatty 
acid that is an essential part of a 
healthy diet. Good News 
Eggs are selling fo r $1 .49 a 
dozen. At this time, it is not 
known if these new products 
will sell in the m arket-
place. But it does show the egg 
industry is responding to 
consumer concerns about health 
and the diet. 
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ngelical Choir To Be At CHq 
popular albums and is currently 
planning to record a fifth. The 
choir is backed by a drummer, 
guitarist, pianist and 
percussionist. 
'This is a choir that is on the 
move and has become very well 
"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" kn o w n in 
"Th . . g o s p e 1 (!lr muszc music." 
is very 
spiritually 
uplifting. 
Redlands is 
proud to 
have a choir 
of this 
stature in 
their 
com~unity." 
- - --said Hohnes 
said Flo 
Ho l man, 
C H C 
switchboard 
operator 
and an 
advisor to 
the CHC 
B S U 
"Their 
music is 
v e r y 
spi ritually 
uplifting . 
Redlands is 
nroud to 
have a choir 
of thi s 
stature in their community." 
Established in 1979 by the 
Rev. or. H. Hubbard, pastor of 
the Community Missionary 
Baptist Church, this 
talented group has been 
recognized as one of the 
outstanding gospel choirs from 
this region. Among the awards 
they have received are the 
Outstanding Achiever Award" at 
the Fourth Annual Gospel 
Musical Awards and the "The 
People's Choice Church Choir" 
award during the Formal Inland 
Empire Gospel Awards. In 1989, 
the choir received a special 
invitation to perform at the 
"Black Gospel Awards" at Philip 
Michael Thomas's Miamiway 
Theatre in Miami, Florida. 
'The Lord has blessed us with 
a wide variety of talent over the 
years, including top notch 
musicians, outstanding soloists, 
vocalists from every category, 
dyn amic directors and 
unmatched leadership," Hubbard 
said. 
Prior to 
highly regarded among 
important Black leaders of the 
era, including Frederick 
Douglass, an influential 
statesman and journalist. 
Walton, a CHC student majoring 
in psychology and director ~f 
the ensemble, will play the rqle 
of Sojourner Truth and will 
plead for her people through 
slave songs. The audience wm 
represent the abolitionists a9d 
free men of that time. Walton's 
12-year-old son will play tl}e 
role of Douglass and will 
introduce her to the audience. 
The performance was recently 
presented to a CHC history class 
a n d 
the choir's 
perfor-
mance, the 
L a n a 
Wal t on 
Thea t re 
Ensemble 
will present 
a dynamic 
drama-
tization 
en t itled 
"The Lord has blessed us receive d 
. h "d . if l outstan-Wlt a Wl e variety o ta ent d i n , g 
over the years, including top review, s 
h . . d' from tl)e note musicians, outstan ing students. , 
soloists, vocalists from every Vendors 
category dynamic directors ~il! ~e 
' mvited to 
a.nd unmatched leadership," dis p 1 a 'y 
"Sojourner Truth." Sojourner 
Truth was the name of an 
African-American woman who 
escaped from slavery in the 
1800's and dedicated her life to 
speaking about women's rights, 
freedom for slaves, and free land 
for former slaves. She was 
--said Hubbard ethnic art, 
clothing 
and food. For more infonnation 
call Bryan at (909) 792-i 16 l, 
Ext 346. ., 
A small reception will follow 
the performance at the CHC 
staff lounge. CHC is located a 
11711 Sand Canyon Road in 
Yucaipa. 
Celeltratln9 Black 
History Moatll 
Many Types Of 
Stores ' 
GREAT VARIETI;l 
•Arrlcan Clothes / Arts , 
•Jewelers · '· 1 
OPEN 
EVERYDAY! 
!FONTANA INDOOR! 
.Stereos/ 'l\pes I• • - ; 
•Mens & Ladles Shoes / 1 
Boots 
•Mens & Ladles Clothing 
•Socks & Lingerie 
SWAP MEET INC. 
•Baby Clothes 
•Toys 
•Harley Davidson Appml 
•Luggage 
formerly Fontana Discount Mart •Beauty Supplies 
.• 
.J 
9773 Sierra Ave, Fontana, CA 92335 
-Great Gift Ideas 
•Brass Items J 
•And Much More · · · " 
FOR LEASING INFORMATION: 
UPTO70% 
OFF 
Vendors Wanted 
CALL (909) 428-0818. 
ATTENTION DOCTORS, DENTISTS, NURSES, 
, OFFICE MANAGERS!!! 
PRESENTING 
C&llfornla Medlcal Distributors 
A Full-Line Distributor Of 
Pharmaceutlcals, Medical Supplies/ 
' ~ ·,u4 ~ 
~ ~fleeUIII ~ -e'"4e 
1--.lfJB~ ~ 
t • ~~~~
~ t)i. ~ S11141t ~ M, 4ae.· i-o! 
• A 'P4llolt ~e 1ltdk4t ~ .- . ;$ 
. ~
•Sod4!,~ ' I • - , 
Surround Yourself · With Beautiful Walls 
1 1 
D Co TING patterns. A wide stripe in a bold · 
Equipment, Prosthetics, Home Health care 
Supplies, Orthopedic, And Dental Needs. 
One Of The Largest Black-Owned Medical 
Distributors In California Serving National 
And International Customers. 
Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours. 
• ';:it""-' E-.u.e.c . ·r. 
•"J~tbB(!.r,e, I"; 
-~ 7~ /M, IUI, 11/l~~Ult#,e#t eit: · :: 
If you are tired of looking at E RA'. color can be dramatic, while a 
the "the four walls", maybe it is DEN narrow stripe in softer 
time to surround yourself with colorations can be soothing and 
beautiful new wallcovering. harmonious. A classic design 
There is an extraordinary wide combines stripes and patterns. 
range of choices in designs, BORDERS -A great way to 
styles, types, and textures of accent a wall is by creatively 
wallcovering available in using a border. They can crown 
today's market. Whatever your a room at the ceiling, frame 
particular desire ... you can make windows and doors, o r pull 
it a reality. together two complimentary 
TEXTURES -Wonderful wall coverings at ch air-rail 
textures abound with colors height. Border styles include 
ranging from soft pastels to classic molding designs, such as 
glorious, deep j ewel-tones. -·-· the Greek key, dentil, shell, and 
There is a rage for FAUX filson McCarthy ribbon patterns, fun themes for 
finishes, such as stone or from museum collections. The children, or symbols that show 
marble. The look is so real that most popular pattern is still off one's hobbies. Borders can 
you have to touch the floral, and in particular the rose. be used alone or coordinated 
wallcovering to realize that is For those attracted to the Santa with tone-on-tone or patterned 
an illusion. Formal textures Fe look there are man y wallcovering. 
such as moire (the look of wallcoverings you can choose Whatever your taste or price 
water-marked silk) , damask, in earthy desert colors of clay, range, the selection of 
and brocade can add romantic peach, p ink, lavender, and wallcovering is unlimited. If it 
design to a foyer, living room, tu rquoise-many with seems overwhelming to you, 
or any formal room. American Indian motifs. The 
PATTERN- If your desire is feel of Provence can be found in 
not for plain, but fo r pattern, the motifs adapted from esouth 
you have a vast selection to o f Fran ce for the Country 
choose from. You might begin French Style. 
by looking at the classic designs STRIPES -Stripes work well 
being adapted and reproduced alone or coordinated with other 
conside r working with a 
professional decorator to make 
the sel ection process m uch 
easier. 
For appointment call (909) 
789-1172. 
Same Day Delivery For Pricing, 
. , ' ,~. 
,.,, 
Availability, And To Receive A Catalogue: 8'8'7-6457 , .. 
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS 
1571 HARMONY CIR. 
ANAHEIM, CA 92807 
(800) 899-8910 FAX (909) 693-7832 
Tri -Star 
...  
, 
... 
, . , 
HOURS:~ J 
Mon. Tue,. 
Family Dental Centre Thurs. J': 9 A.M-6 P.M . 
Tri - Star 
• General Dentistry ' Wednesdlty 
0 P I 10A.M.-7P.M. • Dental Lab n rem ses Friday ,, 
• Same Day Repair 9A.M.-sP.M. 
Saturday. 
• Most Insurance Accepted by appt:,::. 
• Children •Seniors , .. 
Dr. Robert Williams Dr. Lloyd B. Walker 
106 North Eucalyptus 
(Corner of Rialto Ave) 
Rialto 
(714) 875-1 299 
,r·..11 
Call For Your· Appointment 
Busi ess 
FINANCE • EDUCA: ON • POLITICS 
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Hispanic Cha er Dinner A Success 
Winifred D. Scott 
A $2500 scholarship from 
the American Accounting 
Association has been awarded 
to Winifred D. Scott, a Cal 
State, San Bernardino student 
who is pursuing an M.B.A. 
One of 40 recipients around 
the country of the Arthur H. 
Carter scholarship, Scott is Cal 
State's first such honoree. Her 
success also is noteworthy 
because of the competitive 
nature of the selection process, 
comments Dr. Eldon Lewis, 
chair of the university's 
Accounting and Finance 
Department, who has served on 
the awards committee 
previously. 
National Cancer Institute 
Minority Cancer 
Awareness Week 
April 11-1 7 is the week 
designated by the National 
Cancer Institute as Minority 
Cancer Awareness Week. 
If you are planning to cover 
the topic of cancer and its effect 
on women of color, you may 
wish to talk to experts from the 
YWCA of the USA. 
More e~tensive efforts in this 
area are in the planning and 
development stage. 
Black Nurses Hold . 
Scholarship Banquet 
The Inland Empire Black 
Nurses' Association will be 
holding its eighth annual 
Scholarship Awards Banquet on 
Saturday, March 13, 1993 at the 
Ontario Hilton on Haven 
Avenue, beginning at 7:00 pm. 
Call (909) 687-7521 for 
infnrm!lrinn 
T member Board of Education, he Greater Riverside Riverside, receiv~d the Josie Hispanic Chamber of Lozano Memorial Award. Commerce held their Service Awards went to Joe 0. 
fourteenth annual installation of Hernandez, Robert Nava, and 
Officers and Awards Banquet. Gil Navarro. Rafael De La Cruz, 
Assemblyman Joe Baca, 62nd of City Perris, was presented 
Assembly District was the the Outstanding Community 
speaker. Service Award. 
Baca began his speech by Mr. Joseph Prevratil, General 
telling of his baptism by fire. He Manager of Sheraton Riverside, 
spoke of the recent legislation was presented Corporate Partner 
that he wrote, got passed and of the Year Award. 
then was not recognized when The Master of Ceremonies, 
the Governor came to the area to was Enrique Martinez, owner-
sign it. 
Baca listed a wide range of 
concerns, including keeping 
businesses in our community 
and in California, and a priority 
on education. 
Baca said he is opposed to the 
$30 increase in Community 
College and Cal State fees. 
"Fees will hurt our kids," he 
said. "It cost $21,000 to $31,000 
to incarcerate and $20,000 to 
send our youth to the best 
colleges, something is wrong." 
Baca said, "information leads to 
money and power." 
Baca spoke of the changes in 
the workforce and that 
California will be 2/3 non-
Anglo by year 2010. "Valuing 
diversity is beating the 
competition." 
Small business is important , 
51 % of new jobs will be created 
by small business. He explained, 
small business can change more 
rapidly. 
Baca said he has two bills; 
one would convert aerospace 
workers into educators, because 
we have a shortage of teachers. 
The other is Small Business 
Development Corporation in the 
Inland Empire, funded by the 
state, because we do not have 
one. 
Additionally Baca said he 
will seek to have a member of 
the Federal Base Closure 
Committee be appointed from 
California. To date there are 
none from our state. 
The Chamber was installed, 
by Congressman Ken Calvert, 
43rd District. Installed were: 
Andres L. Soto as President, Gil 
Navarro, V.P., Juan Santos, 
Treasurer, and Carolyn Ramirez 
Ulrich, Secretary. 
Ofelia Valdez-Yeager, 
a ent for State Fann Insurance. 
(Top left) Rita Aries (Top right) Speaker, Assemblyman Joe Baca 
(Mlddle left) Andres Soto, new charpber (Middle center) Afella Valdez, Yeager Award 
winner and Trustee of Riverside SD and Paul Houston, Riverside Superintendent 
(Middle right) Robert Nava, Riverside Unified School District trustee and KCAL's, 
Alfrado Gonzales 
(Bottom left) Mayor Terry Frtzzel, eynote speaker (1st Bottom center) Assemblyman , J 
Joe Baca (2nd Bottom center) Enrt ue Martinez, Master of Ceremonies (Bottom right) 1; . , 
Steve Garcia and Rick Contreas lAOheuser-Busch, Riverside • San Bernardino. 
"We Deliver" 
Fax#885-1933 (order by 11:00 am/or Lunch) 
1584 Baseline# 107 San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 885-PIES and 6 am - 10pm 
(909) 885-2062 7 days a week 
Bakery & Deli 
Video & Art - Books 
Pies-an assortment of Fruit Pies 
including our World Famous 
Bean Pies 
* Cookies 
* Coffee/Cakes 
* Full Deli Sandwhiches 
* Salads 
* Power Products 
and Toiletries 
* Black, Latino & Indian 
Art 
* Wholesale & Retail 
* Much More 
Video & Audio Tapes 
for Sales or Rental 
I\ilemberships Now Being Accepted 
; ' 
Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
,,,,...,, so- z,.,.,et. 
Attorney at Law 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714) 683-1777 
Otis Jones 
Attorney At 
Law 
696 North "D" Street Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
Call Me At 
(714) 888-
5579. 
Albert Johnson Jr. 
Attorney At Law 
(714)683-1777 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
~~r~f i 
--~~.,Z.~.h~--
MA NU FACT UR ING CO 
CHEMICAL, SANITARY & SAFETY SUPPLIES_ 
BEST VALUE 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
96 Roll/500 Sheets per roll/2ply 
Only $29.00 per Case! No Minimum• 
•Sold by Case only 
Cartridge Deodorizing 
System Starter Kit 
Includes one battery operated wall d~penser, three 30-day 
Uquld cartridges (one Original, one Citrus, one Green 
Apple), three "D" sl7.e batteries and three wicks. Thl<i 
system allows the customer to sample our most popular 
fragrances to determine which fragrance is best for them. 
ONLY $26.SO per Kit! No Minimum• 
td0 \\'. Rialto AH ... ltialto. < ·.\ 11237<> 
Phone: 901J-X73-0I IX/X00-491-9.5.5 J1F.\X: 909-X!-19-4I76 
Charles L. Stewart 
--Agency--
State Farm Insurance 
Specializing In 
•Church •Business 
•Condominiums 
Life •Apartments 
- - lnsurance--
1-714-653-1133 
B Graphics And Fine Arts 
Studio Gallery And Distribution 
14300 Elsworth Street 
Suite 104 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Artist/0.wner: 
CHARLES A. BIBBS 
Phone: (714) 697-4750 
(714)684~0484 M-F 9 to 6 
Sat. 9-3 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
SAM LEE Riverside, CA 92507 
Precession cuts 
Press & curls 
Relaxers 
~. ~ 
13819 Foothill Blvd. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714) 357-6993 
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PROFESSIONAL TOUCH 
Doors • Windows • Roor TIie • Hauling 
specializing In 
Two story and single story painting Int/ext. 
Remodellng kitchen and bathrooms. 
Do t all repair or replace 
(714)874-3831 
P.O. Box 2182 
15 yrs. exp. Rialto, CA 92376 
We would like to list 
and sell your home! 
Samuel & Shirley 
McClure Agents 
10689 
Magnolia Ave 
Suite #7 
Riverside, CA 
92505 
(909) 789-1175 
New& Used 
1225 North D Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
714-884-1230 
AMINAH & GRACE Up to 50% off 
«
I --BUSY BEE 
·cusTOM DESIGNS 
714/682-5442 
You Name It, We Can Do If! 
• Additions • Remodeling • Build 1 New Commercial/Residential l 
20% OFF ON DRAWINGS 
Included with construction contract 
SO LET'S GET BUSY! 
DON'T GET STUNG BY UNLICENSED BUILDERS Lie. #598303 
At~H~ 
UNIQUE COLLECTION OF AUTHENTIC: 
African clothing & fabric 
leather handbags • purses LOW 
caps/hats • home deco PRICES 
jewelry. coral beads etc . 
open house on weekends 
Phone: (909) 887-0755 Call Stella 
Before buying African, see our selectlo·n. 
HIP HOP AEROBICS 
\NI T H LIV E DJ 
F REE FREE F REE 
T RIAL CLASS. 
T HURS. FEB. 18TH 1993 
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
No PR IOR EXPERIENCE 
N ECESSARY 
PARTY P ARTY PARTY 
BRE DANCE STUDIO 
909-787-8707 
3641 9TH STREET- RIVERSIDE 
(CORNER OF 9TH & O RANGE) 
682-6070 
for advertisement information 
WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE 
TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING 
PROFESSIONAL 
ROBER T HARREL 
(909)357-1990 OR (909)276-5556 
OFFICE 
~ • FOR THE BEST lil•E IN '!RAVEL PLANS 
M~Ei5 
23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD. 
Mobile / Club / D.J . 
Sound Reinforcement 
Systems 
,. 
'"·. 
-... 
• 
. ' 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
714-242-3414 ·. J12IIISiJ1 · 
.91.nytfiing (joes 
'.Boutique 
. DISCOUNT DESIGNER 
CLOTHING 
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES 
'Dresses •Suits •Casual ana 'Evening 'Wear 
• kcessories 
HAS MOVED TO 
COURTYARD CENTER 
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET 
COLTON, CA 92324 
Next To Berean Christian Store 
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon 
Our Hours Are: 
Monday - Thursday - 11:00 - 6:15 
Friday • 11:00 to 5:30 -
714-783-3344 
Vlsa-Muterc:ard A ccepted 
CARPET: REPAIR -
RESTRETCH - INSTALLATION. 
Min. 
$45 . .QQ 
Lie.# 
389763 
Also Carpet Steam Oeaning 
Call Richard (714) 873-0771 
GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR 
specializing in: 
LIC# 515831 
•Fire and Water Dam age 
• Room Additions 
• Roof and Stucco Finishing 
• Drywall and Floor Coverings 
THIS AD IS FOR YOU 
MOSES 
FERRELL 800-633-5545 
a ,~ Qaf!ug 
Specializing in Afri<'an-American Art 
6178 Juanro Way 
~verside, CA 92504 
(714) 686-8398 
Alicia & Howard LeCi 
,t\, 
IIOftTGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC. 
o you need a loan for a: Home purchase, 
qulty Loan, Debt Consolidation, Remodeling 
r Commercial Property? 
redlt Problems? We can help you! Call us at 
714) 273-7510. WIiiiam Powell, President 
Orange Coast Mortgage Consultants 
250 East Rincon Suite 201 
Corona, CA 91719 
African-American 
Gift & Bookstore 
Just Opened 
Oils, Incense, Dolls, African 
Clothes, Books, Art, and 
More ... 
6510 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA (714)781-9575 
Tanya Humphery 
92506 
Umar Abdul-Hakim 
Hours 
Mon-Sat 1 0 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm 
- -Tfle Frencfl--
BRAIDERY ™ 
" Our /3raicl5 Say It All .. 
Specializing in : ' TIM & PAULA 
13raids 444 E Foot~ill r3I F 
lndivid1Aals Rialto, CA 92376 
Micros & Trees (714) 820-2 797 
EXPERIENCE IT ALL! 
FASHION, GLAMOUR, BEAU1Y 
ROMANCE!!! 
TREAT YOURSELF TO 
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP 
ARTISTRY, STYLING, AND A 
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT •. • 
THE IMAGE MAKER 
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO 
24715-D 
SUNNYMEAD BLVD., 
MORENO VALLEY 
S PECIALIZING IN M EN AND WOMEN OF COLOR 
CALL US TODAY AT 
(714)924-3534. 
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS! 
W E Al.SO DO PROFES.SIONAL ACTING AND 
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS. 
Cancer Aid 
/ 
~//, // ... 
CAPITOL AMERICAN 
Office 
13800 C. Heacock St. 
Suite214 I 
Moreno Volley, CA 92558 
BARON E. SUMMERS 
Soles: 714-999-9347 
Service & Cla ims: 
(800) 541 -1225 
DISTRICT MANAGER 
Malling Address 
P.O. Box 518 
1 CXX) Palms. CA 9227 6-0518 
DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH? 
WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? . 
Remodeled hlstorlcal decorated Chapel & recptlon 
Halls. Includes: Minister, Organist & _water fountains. 
License also available hffli~ .holds 2-300 guests. 
Semi Formal - $1'25 • Formal -$250 
Formal Wedding &' Reception • $550 
Basic Wedding 
Incl. Lie. - $91 
Call for many other services 
and Wedding programs. 
VICTORY CHAPEL 
884-6105 
"Sert'ing the Co1111111111ity 1rith Quality Care and fapert Sen-ice." 
23080 D-220 Alessandro BIHi • .\loreno \ 'allq·. C:\ (714) 656-413 t 't 
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Next to Gar1,c Rose 1B louses ...................................... .$2.S0 I ~ and Don Jose 
ILaundry Shirts .......................... $1.00 I -~ _ _ j 
I I ~ t><I !! Pants .......................•................•.. $2.00 1 .._ _ c, I $4 75 Alessandro 1~uits............................................ · I 
I Dresses .••...••..•..•.•.......•......••.•..•.• $4. 75 I 
l(Silk X-tra) I L----------------~ 
,•, t l l' • .,. A l f J U ~ )'f;tj 
PLANT 
ON PR EMISES 
. 
-------------• I SPECIAL I 
:DRAPERY: 
I PER PLEAT LINED I 
: 7 9 ~ RT:: N~O~~:A : 
MuSI preHnl coupon with incoming OfOef'I, I 
I not valid with other offers • Elpirea F.O. 93 ,I 
-------------
O'.'\I : l) .\y < I . F:\'.'111'.'.C, SFK\' l(T • PIC K - l P and DEi.i\ 11<, 
0"-1 . l> .\Y \I.I 1· 1< .\TIO'.\I SEK\'I< E • \1.\STFlt T .\11.<lK o, SI 11 
., 
,t 
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COLTON 
Institute of Divine Metaphyiscal 
Resarch 
William Beamon 
(909) 823-2200 
(Meeting Place) 
582 W. Valley Blvd. 
Colton, CA 92324 
Mailing Address- P.O. Box 0012 
Fontana, CA 92324 
(Meeting Tunes) 
Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm 
Sunday - 11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
FONTANA 
Methodist 
Bethel AME 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909) 350-9401 
Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St, Fontana, CA 
(909) 350-9646 
9:30a.m. 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
11:00 a.m. 
5:00p.m. 
Prayer and Bible 
SrudyWed. 
Ephesian New Testament 
Rev. Emory James, Pastor 
16286 Foothill Blvd. 
Fontana, CA 
(909) 823-3400 
KPRO1570AM 
(see ad for services) 
7:00p.m. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Fontana.Ca 
(909) 822-4349 
Non De,wrrunationai 
Loveland 
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909) 899-0777 
(see ad for services) 
This Week Try A 
Church That 
Advertises In 
Our Directory 
GRAND TERRACE 
. , Church Glorious Christian 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(909)423-3035 
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m. 
MORENO VALLEY 
Methodist 
Perris Valley Ministry of the 
United Methodist Church 
Rev. Charles E. Washington 
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge 
Elementary School 
15950 Indian Ave., MV 
Church School: IO am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
New Covenant Bible Church 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching 
St., Corner of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(909) 485-~70 ; 
Reverend !~es Franklin 
Wee.lcly Seivices: i .' 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
PERRIS 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgoinery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
First Baptist Church 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Pastor Jesse Wtlson 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 657-2798 
Sablrday Service 
Sabbath School 9:3&a.m. 
' -.. ~•.- . . . 
Religion 
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Morning Worship 
Adventist 
11 :00 a.m. Canaan Baptist Church 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
Youth Program 4:00 p.m. 2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
REDLANDS 
Baptist 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939 Clay 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909) 793-2380 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
(909)353-1010 
Sunday Bible Study 
Sunday Worship 
Sunday Training 
Tuesday Church 
Workers Meeting 
Prayer & Bible 
Srudy Meetings 
Wednesday 
9:15 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 486-9864 
Dr. E. Jones __ 
Church School 9: 15 a.m. School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m. Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
RIALTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 
The Living Word Deliverance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & Hean Jones 
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center) 
: Rialto, CA 92376 
(999) 874-3539 
Sunday Services: 11 :00 am 
12:30pm 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm 
RIVERSIDE 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Bible Shldy: Wednesday 7:45 p.m 
Friendship Missionary 
Baptist Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Mission 
Wed. Bible Study 
Sat Choir Rehearsal 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
1:30p.m. 
Good News Missionary Baptist 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris 
215 Big Springs Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 55743 
(909) 787-7743 
Sunday Services 
Song& 
Praise Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist 
Rev. H. Bratton 
6021 Liminite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909)788-2500 
Worship Services 
r.,I Sunday School 
Baptist , Worship & Praise 
11:00 a.m. 
12:30p.m. 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
BLACK VOICE 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Anthony Pascall, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
9:15a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
=--r=TT::rW___,.-w=-r.;:TTTn-=n------- - - --
: i_ -- ...! 1'1 • ; • 
16262 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Sunday School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
8:00 a.m. 
9:45a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:30p.m. 
Worship With Us At 
L O v;es'IJ; u11.o~ N D 
Sunday Worship Location: 
Ellwanda High School 
13S00 Victoria Avenue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
Service Times: 
8:00a.m. 
Hallelujah Service 
11:00 a.m. 
Cathedral Worship 
6:00p.m. 
The Great Family Assembly 
Raymond Turner, Pastor 
1583 West Union Street 
P.O. Box 7333 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
-
Chuck Singleton 
Senior Pastor 
l.ovcland Church Administration Offices· 
13053 Baseline Road 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 
714-899-0777 
---w...... - .. -
J 
., 
Temple 
Missionary . 
Bap#st 
;Church• 
AMOS TEMPLE 
271911th St. 
Riverside, CA 92807 
(909)883-1187 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Prayer and Bible Shady 
Wednesday 8:30 p.m. 
First Baptist 
277 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (714) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship• 7:45 am 
Morning Worship - 10:45 am 
Blble Study & Choir Practice • 6:00 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class - 12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm 
Wednesday 
Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
, 4491 Kansas Ave. 
· Riverside, CA 
! Worship Services 
Sunday: 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
· Sunday Schop! 
t Sunday School 
9:45 AM · ,.. Morni,i~ Worship 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. Morning Worship 
Teen Summit Tuesday 
Wed Night Prayer 
Wed Night Bible Study 
- 8:00 AM E . TAT h. & 11 :OOAM · vemng rvors ip 
7:00PM Tuesday: 
6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible 
7;00 PM Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
"Everyone Is Welcome" 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Services 
Mid-Week Service 
Wednesday Evening 
Youth Bible Service 
Friday Evening 
ML Moriah Baptist 
11:00a.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Rev. James M. Hardy-Pastor 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m .. 
10:45 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Baptist Training 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. 
Tues. Teachers 
Meeting 
Wed. Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Sbldy 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
"Blood Bought" Deliverance 
Ministrus 
(An inter-denominational Ministry) 
Pastor Patrick Belton 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School - 10:30-11:45 
Worship Service - 12:00 noon 
(Temp Location): Holiday INN-
Crown Room, 1200 University 
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507 
Call (909) 788-2563 for info. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th SL 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
9:30 a.m. 
11:30a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Thursday, February 25, 1993 
Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis 
-2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
Sunday School 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:15 a.m.· 
Evening Service 6:30 am. 
Bible Srudy We'4tesday Nights & 
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m. 
Apostolic/Pentecostal 
Riverside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Non Denominational 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.rn. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10: 15 a.m. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday 
Bible Srudy 7:45 p.m. 
St. John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
9:30am. 
11:00a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
For Weekly, 
Church News 
Subscribe To 
The Voice 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Nursery Opened 10: 15 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m . 
Prayer Services 7:00 p.m. · Ell th Pastor T. swor , 
C . ornia Street Church Of 
Christ 
2828 N. California Street 
San Bernardino, California 
(909) 887-5213 
Courtney Carruthers, Pastor 
Order Of Services 
Sunday Morning Bible Class 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Evening Worship 
Tuesday Teen Bible Study 
Wednesday Bible Study 
ST. PAUL A.M.E. 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Gantt, II 
9:45 am 
11:00 am 
6:00 pm 
6:00pm 
7:00 pm 
Sunday School 9:30 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks 
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IEFS Ray Of Hope Celebrates One Year 
Mt. Calvary Sponsors Two-
Day Workshop 
The Music Ministry of Mt. 
Calvary M.B. Baptist Church, 
Rev. Seth Williams, Pastor will 
be sponsoring a two-day music 
workshop on Friday, February 
26, 1993 at 7:00 pm and 
Saturday, February 27, 1993 
(10:00 am). A musical will be 
held on Saturday evening at 7:30 
pm. This event will convene at 
Mt. Calvary M.B. Church, 5476 
34th Street, Riverside 
(Rubidoux). The public is 
invited. Call (909) 781-0043 for 
infonnation. 
Refreshing Spring Installs 
Pastor Elder Bobby Davis 
Friendship 
R Christian ay of Hope Ministries Fellowship Church, Drug & Alcohol where Art Wotten is Ministry is giving Pastor. Many souls 
God the glory for one full year were delivered and 
of service in the Inland Empire set free by the 
and San Francisco Bay Area. power of God. 
"God has been good to us" We at Ray of 
says president and co-founder Hope Ministries 
Rev. Dwight Pledger. The year wish to thank the 
began with a banquet and many supporters 
dedication service at the Holy who have prayed 
Deliverance, C.O.G.I.C., where for us and blessed 
Billy Hodge is Pastor. us with financial 
Following testimonies, solos, cont rib u ti on s, 
choirs, and a dynamic gospel because without the 
message by vice-president and Rev. Dwight Peldger shares the vision support of the 
co-founder Elder Greg of Ray of Hope Ministries. community this 
Williams, God moved on the '-.iiiiiiiiii~--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiii .... vital project could 
heart of Gregory Toliver, not continued to 
homeless, drug and alcohol We want to do more, but fight against drug A crowd at San Bernardino Chrlsltan Center Witness and 
express the Joy of the Lord. Refreshing Spring Temple 
invites the public to come to the 
installation of their Pastor, Elder 
Bobby Davis, on Saturday, 
February 27, 1993 at 7:30 pm at 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
COGIC, 2883 7th St, Riverside. 
Call (909) 784-0860 for more 
infonnation. 
abuser who answered the alter we need the sincere help of and alcohol abuse in 
call, and after receiving prayer our homes and who want to make a positive 
for deliverance, Brother Toliver concerned citizens who communities. difference in the lives of those 11101, San Bernardino , CA. 92423. Thank you in advance 
for caring. made a decision to enter the t t k ·t· We want to do who are seeking a better way of 
recovery program at Believers wan ° ma e a posi ive more, but we need life. You may send your tax 
Assembly · Church of Los difference......... the sincere help of deductible contribution to: Ray 
Angeles, Ca., where Melvin concerned citizens of Hope Ministries, P.O. Box S ij B S C R J B E 
James Cone Speaks At 
Pomona College 
Jackson is Pastor. One year later Brother Toliver is not only accomplishments include the ~1-J ______ F ______ d __ o ___________________ _ 
still with Pastor Jackson, but he purchase of a build ing to be ust OU n ut My Friend Is A 
has been appointed director over used as a regional support 
The influence of Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X 
on American society is the 
subject of a public lecture to be 
presented on Thursday, March 4, 
at Pomona College. 
the men's and women's recovery center, referring 14 men and HO m O sex u a I 
homes? . God has totally women to long term in-house 
transformed Brother Toliver's recovery programs many hours 
life and given him a second of counseling and suppon 
chance at life. For his efforts services were also provided to 
Brother Toliver has been chosen local residents and ministries. 
to receive the first annual Ray Three new members were also 
of Hope Ministries Restoration added to the Board of Directors. 
Achievement Award. Praise! Steve Wimberly of Anaheim 
The lecturer, James Cone of 
Union Theological Seminary in 
New York, wills speak on 
"Martin & Malcolm & America: 
A Dream or a Nightmare" at 8 
pm in Lyman Hall. 
For further infonnation please 
call (909) 621-8146. 
Honoring Outstanding 
Christian Women 
Women of religion who 
make a difference are being 
honored in a special award 
service. Special guest soloist 
will be Kenneth Glover. The 
service will be held at Mount 
Zion M.B.C., 2171 W. Lincoln 
St., San Bernardino. 
A summary of the years Hills was appointed Chief 
_______________ Executive Officer and 
'. i*-y. 
Administrative Director of 
the Center of Hope 
Recovery Support Project. 
Albert Featherstone was 
appointed Director of 
Prison Ministries, and 
Margo Allen assumed the 
job of Ministry Secretary. 
The anniversary 
celebration began at the 
San Bernardino Christian 
Center, where Phillip 
· Powell is Pastor. Next the 
ministry team travelled to 
the Community Baptist 
Church, where D. H . For more information call 
(619) 248-9788. Pat Lewis shares her testimony 
at S.B.C.C. After a 25 year I addiction she Is llnally free. SUBSCRIBE Hubbard is Pastor. The final stop was in Moreno Valley at 
RIVERSIDE FAITH 
TEMPLE MINISTRIES 
2355 Pennsylvania 
Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 788-0170 
COME WORSHIP 
WITH US 
YOU'LL LOVE IT! PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Prayer ....................................................................... 8:30a.m. 
Sunday School ........................................................... 9:30a.m. 
Morning Service ................ ...................................... 11:00a.m. 
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................ 6:30p.m. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
8:00 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mnt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Family Christian 
Fellowship Church 
945 Foothill Blvd. Suite A 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 820-7673 
"Come Worship" 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m. 
Thursday Night Bible Study 
- 7:00p.m. 
Friday Night Youth In Action 
- 7:00p.m. 
Monday - Friday 
(Highnoon Prayer) 
Saturday Soul Winning 
un Y 
Sunday Worship 
Wednesday 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(9()()) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wednesday Bible 
Study 
lOa.m. 
lla.m. 
Question: Dear Dr. Woods, I 
am in desperate need of help. 
My best friend just revealed to 
me that she is gay. I don't know 
what to do. What do you sug-
gest? 
Anonymous, San Bernardino, 
CA 
Answer: First of all, do not 
panic. Often people do more 
harm than good by over reacting. 
Sin is sin, regardless of how we 
rate things socially. Do not reject 
your friend . You can be a 
tremendous help to her. Jesus did 
not reject people. He rejected 
their sin. I treat homosexuality 
like alcoholism, lying, cheating, 
unforgiveness, a bad attitude, 
etc. Sin is sin. Your friend needs 
to know where you stand on the 
iss"4e, up front. (She may see you 
L====--------' 
aptlst 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday-
Children's Church 11:00 a.m. 
Monday-
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 
Questions 
And Answers 
Rev. Reginald Woods 
ion). Let her know that you stand 
against homosexuality, as the 
Bible does, but not against her 
and that you are willing to help 
her. Her help must come from 
the Word of God. Do not suggest 
to her to see a "worldly" psychi-
atrist. They will only offer her 
"worldly" advice. The Bible says 
Quinn AME 
Church 
Rev. Franlc Gray, Pastor 
.2.29.20 Allessandro 
Blvd. 
in Romans 1 :26-27 that homo-
sexuality is not nonnal. It is not 
normal for a man to lust for a 
man. It is not no rmal for a 
woman to lust for a woman. 
Your friend needs to know that. 
But she also needs to know that 
Jesus Christ can straighten out 
her desires, and she needs to get 
born again. The Bible says in 
2nd Corinthians 5: 17 "that if any 
person is in Chris t, they are a 
new creature, old things pass 
away and behold all things 
become new. She needs a 
change. Refer her to a spirit-
filled Christian minister who can 
counsel her in her most needed 
change and transition. 
If you have a question that 
you would like answered, write: 
Dr. Reginald Woods, Life 
Changing Ministries, P.O. Box 
9778, San Bernardino, CA 
92427-9778. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92552 
lAllessandro & 
FredericlcJ {909J 653-6650 Rev. Frank Gray 
0110111 o, Srav,cr 
Sunday Scllool 9 :30 am 
Morning Worsllip I I :00 am 
Bible Study 7 :00 pm Wedne•day 
Prayer Meeting 
Friday 
St. Paul AME Church 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
1355 W. 21st Street 
7:30p.m. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
uinn :pel 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(909) 486-9399 / 486-9389 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Church Service 11 am 
Bible Study Wed. - 7 pm 
1 
• I 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Mailing Address: Prayer Meeting 7p.m. 1st & 3rd Wednesday 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
Riverside ( cont.) 
Grace Bethel MBC 
10250 Cypress Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(909) 352-1688 
Sunday School 
Evening Worship 
9:30 a.m. , 
' ' P.O. Box 1355 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 686-1580 
Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 9:15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Church Service 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
aptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Worship Hour 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Non Denominational 
Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods 
5395 N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Apostolic I Pentecostal 
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 887-1227 / 887-3809 
(see ad for services) 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 924 11 
(909) 887-2138 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30 p.m. 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery Services Provided 
Mission Meeting 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
9:30a.m. 
"Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen." 
(see ad for worship times) 
Mareno Valley 
Quinn Chapel AME 
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(9()()) 653-6650 / 887-3076 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Church Service 
Bible Study 
11am 
Wednesday 
7pm 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Celebration Service 
Evangelic Service 11:00 a.m. •--------- -. 6:30p.m. I SUBSCRIBE I 
7:30p.m. l 
j 
Monday Evangelism 
Wednesday Prayer 
(2nd & 4th) j 
7p.m. • 
6:30p.m. · 
VISIT A 
CHURCH 
THAT 
ADVERTISES 
IN OUR 
DIRECTORY 
Black Voice News 
POI IOII COIIVIIIIIG, WI ACCll'r-
~-113 
Dal Monte Vegetables 
12-oz. Summer Crisp Com, 17-oz. Family Style 
Golden Com, 15-oz. Spinach, 16-oz. French 
Style or Cut Green Beans. While stocks last. 
388C 
~ THRlf'Y IS 
-· PROUD TO 
WELCOME THE 
. FOLLOWING 
PRESCRIPJION 
PLANS: . 
•ADVANCE RX 
• BWE CROSS-BWE SHIELD 
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PROGRAM 
• ALTA RX PLAN PLUS 
• W.R. GRACE PAID PROGRAM 
• TAKE CARE HEALTH PLAN 
PUS DWEil 3,11111 IISURAll:l AIID PRE-NI» PlAIS 
Thrifty 
Faclal Tissues 
250 count. Assorted. 
RH. 1.30 
99~ 
Star Kist Tuna 
6.125-oz. Chunk light tuna packed in water 
or oil. While stocks last. JSI 
i:••.•.•,::.;;;.--•;-· 
799.._tM Sale price 
300Less mfr's Tharagran • mail-in rebate• 
Vitamins '~ ~of> r0: •.  ,.
~~u'ra~I~~- J~ ·l·•.!j•.•·.·•., .... jl~::: ;:;~te With Minerals. 'i".,.'.'. .• 
•See COIJpon In SIO!e for ... '·.)/ •. 
mall-In rebate conditions. ·· · EA. 
Eastern Electric 
Kitchen Appliances 
• 4-SIICI TOlltlr. •--
• Stea/Dry Iron. With 11111 lhut-otl. #1311 
• s111111 Burner Range. •11102 
• Wlffll •1ll1r. ftllND 
While stocks last. 
~~~~ 
Coke 
2 Liter bottle. Classic, Diet, Caffeine 
Free, Sprite or Or. Pepper. 
89t~ 
:-: --~ •.·. ,,, 
Robltussln Cough Mixtures 
4-oz. DM, PE, CF, MX/ST syrup or cough/cold 
formulas, Pediatric syrup or Pediatric cough/cold. 
REI. 3. 71 IIUI •• 30 
2'! 
Thursday, February 25, 1993 
MOST STORES 
OPEN 
IA.M. 
TO Slffl YOU 
.500::~in 
rebate* 
EA. 
Final cost 
after rebate 
*See coupon in store for mail-in rebate conditions. 
MIiiar Baar 
12-oz. bottles. Genuine Draft, Lite, 
High Life or Genuine Draft Light. 
1,!5!!~ 
' .: i>···'·· ·'."•, 
Tubular Coat Hangars 
10-pack. Your choice of colors. 
REG. 1.29 
69~ 
" 
•' 
,. 
..J 
-· 
CONVENIENCE, SELECTION & FRIENDLY SERVICE 
.. 
. 
•• 1Qe ,,,,4,.,.,..1,,, M·• 
I ~-1 
I MANUFACTURERS' I 
I COUPONS I I I 
·-------------· 
See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You 
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores. 
Our Advtltising Policy: If an item Is not described as recluctcl or sale, II may be at the regular price. A regular price, !hough not reduced, is an autstandin; value. Our inttntion is to have 
every advtl1ised item in stock and an our shelves. If your local IIOl9 should rvn out of any advlltised item during the salt period, or should an item not arrivt clut to unfartSIIII circumstances, 
tht store will issue a Courtesy Card (rainchtckl an rtqUtSt for the illm to be purchased at the salt price wherever available. This dats not aDOlv to dtarance and clo$e-out salts or to 
specia purchasts where quantltlts en limited to stock avolablt. Na salts to dealen. Umit rights reservicl. · 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCi, MOST STORES NOW 
CARRY A SELEalON OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUm 
-I 
. 
I 
I.I 
The Black Voice News 
IEFS 
KUCR African Awareness 
Program Features 
Mayoral Candidate 
. "Miss D," KUCR African 
Awareness hostess will interview 
San Bernardino mayoral candi-
(iate John Hobbs Sunday at 5:30 
p.m. on FM 88.3. "Miss D" will 
talk to Hobbs regarding issues 
relating to Tuesday's election. 
. · Other candidates were invited 
to participate but did not 
respond. To ask Hobbs a ques-
tion during the interview call 
787-KUCR. 
Academic Competion 
Needs Local Students 
Application for the 
Riverside/Moreno Valley 
NAACP, 1993 ACT-SO (Afro, 
Cultural, Technological & 
Scientific Olympics) 
Competitions will be available 
beginning Friday January 29, 
1993 through March 5, 1993. 
There are 23 various cate-
gories in the Sciences, 
Humanities, Performing and 
Visual Arts. Students can com-
pete in up to three of any specif-
ic subject. This year's local 
competitions will be held, 
Sunday April 18, 1993 in the 
University Theater on the 
University of California 
Riverside. 
Exchange Students Need 
Homes 
Host families are being 
sought for 25 high school stu-
dents from France, Germany, 
Belgium, Spain, Denmark and 
other foreign countries for the 
upcoming school year, in a pro-
gram sponsored by the American 
International Youth Student 
Exchange P-rogram (AIYSEP). 
The students, age 15 through 
18, will arrive late August, 
attend local high schools and 
return to their home country in 
June, next year. 
• If you are interested in host-
ing, please contact the AIYSEP 
International Headquarters: 
Office of the Director, 200 
Round Hill Road, Tiburon, CA 
94920 or call 1 (800) 347-7575. 
United Way Commits 
$500,000 Over Next Five 
Years To Youth 
United Way of Greater Los 
Angeles announced today that it 
has commionent is the next five 
years to the NFL/Youth 
Education Town (YET). This 
m_ultiple year funding commit-
pient is the first of its kide made 
by United Way of Greater Los 
Angeles, and will be distributed 
in $100,000 increments each 
y,ear for five years. Recording 
star Garth Brooks and the 
National Football League will 
aiso fund the multi-faceted edu-
cational and recreational facility 
in South Central Los Angeles. 
CSUSB Hosts Transfer 
Information Day 
Community college students 
thinking of transferring to a 
four-year university are invited 
to attend an informational pro-
gram Feb. 19 from 10 a.m. to 1 
p.m. at Cal State University, San 
!3ernardino. 
Information about Cal State's 
ac~demic programs, admissions · 
prOOf.dures, financial aid and 
other tudent services will be 
provided along with advice 
regarding the college transfer 
process, notes Cheryl Smith, 
associate vice president for 
enrollment services. 
For more information call Cal 
880-5188. 
School District Gets 
Tough With Graffiti 
Offenders 
The Board of E ducation of 
the San Bernardino City Unified 
School District has adopted a 
new policy to combat the rising 
problem of graffi ti on school 
campuses and in the community 
by making it an expellable 
offense. Call for 381-1250. 
New BooU Releases 
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Have You Read A Good Book Lately? 
PASS IT ON: AFRICAN-AMERICAN POETRY FOR CHILDREN 
' ' C ooper's ... oil wash portraits express the 
energy, the yearn-
ing, and the heartfelt emotion of 
this fine anthology. Hudson has 
chosen poems by some of the best _ ·
writers ... a book for every 
library.. ,J 
-Hazel Rochman, Booklist 
(starred review) Langston / 
Hughes, Gwendolyn Brooks, _: 
Lucille Clifton, Eloise · 
Greenfield, Nikki Giovanni. 
.. fourteen of the most 
powerful, musical, inspi- _-
rational voices in · 
African-American poet-
ry are gathered as one 
great sound, distin-
guished by their indi-
vidual style, in PASS 
IT ON: African-
American Poetry 
For Children 
(March 1, 1993; 
Ages 5-9; 
$14.95.) Selected by Wade 
Hudson and lavishly illustrated ... -
with the evocative oil-wash paintings of 
Floyd Cooper, PASS IT ON is for children and adults 
of all ethnic backgrounds to read aloud and read alone. 
"Poetry, I believe, holds a special place within 
African-American culture for children," says Wade 
Hudson. "It is an important part of an oral tradition that 
has been passed on by our ancestors from Africa. 
Through this oral tradition, which also includes story-
telling and music, history and traditions are kept alive 
and passed from one generation to another." The poems 
explore dreaming, dancing in the sun, bath bubbles and 
the beauty of people. There are jump-rope songs and 
poems celebrating the fight for freedom and poems 
lamenting the bitter words of racism. Readers will "pass 
on" the legacy of love, joy, strength, and courage 
expressed in these poems as they read and learn and 
sing. 
~. ' 
... 
that f OCUS .,;, _ 
on African-~ ' • ._ 
American and African experi~ 
ences. Hudson is the author of Jamal's Busy Day. PASS 
lT ON is his first book for Scholastic soon to be fol-
lowed by I Love My Family illustrated by Cal Massey, 
which will be published in May, 1993. Wade Hudson 
lives in East Orange, New Jersey. Floyd Cooper grew 
up in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and graduated from the 
University of Oklahoma with a degree in Fine Arts. His 
first book, Grandpa's Face by Eloise Greenfield was 
selected as an ALA notable Children's book. This is his 
first book for Scholastic. Mr. Cooper lives in Parlin, 
New Jersey. 
SOJOURNER TRUTH: AIN'T I A WOMAN? 
II I n the course of her lifetime, one black 
i,,_i,,: woman would know both the degrada-
tion of slavery and the irony of the word 
~--""""" "freedom" in 19th century America. She 
would go from plantation work to aiding famous abo-
litionists and activists of her time. She would be one 
of the first Black women in the country to win a court 
case against a slave owner. Although she never learned 
to read, this woman knew the Bible by heart and would 
become a heralded orator and preacher around the 
country. SOJOURNER TRUTH: I A Woman 
(Scholastic; Ages 10-up; $13.95), researched and writ-
ten by Coretta Scott King Award winners Patricia and 
Fredrick McKissack, looks at the lifetime of this 
exiraordinary woman and her many roles in 
history-slave, mother, preacher, abolitionist, activi-st, 
author. 
The McKissacks chronicle her life from bondage to 
emancipation. She was born Isabella Van Wagener, 
slave to a Dutch master. Once free, she would pro-
claim, "The only master I have now is God and his 
name is Truth .... Sojoumer is my name because from 
this day I will walk in the light of His Truth." With fas-
cinating, well-researched encounters between 
Sojourner and (among others) Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
Frederick Douglass, and Abraham Lincoln, 
SOJOURNER TRUTH: Ain't I A Woman? reads like a 
"Who's Who" of the Civil War. The McKissacks 
include detailed drawings, documents, and pho-
tographs, as well as profiles of other influential people 
of the period. 
Patricia C. McKissack and Fredrick McKissack have 
written numerous books together including A LONG 
HARD JOURNEY: The Story of the Pullman Porter 
(Walker), winner of the Coretta Scott King Award and 
the Jane Addams Peace Award. Patricia McKissack has 
written over 20 books for children including the widely 
praised JESSE JACKSON (Scholastic) and MIRANDY 
AND BROTHER WIND (Knopf), illustrated by Jerry 
Pinkney, a Caldecott Honor Book and winner of the 
Coretta Scott King Award. Married for nearly 30 years, 
Patricia and Fredrick McKissack make their home in 
St. Louis, Missouri. Wade Hudson attended Southern University in 
Louisiana and worked for a number of civil rights orga-
nizations during the late 1960's and early 1970's. In 
1988 he created Just Us Books, Inc. with his wife, 
Cheryl Willis, specializing in books for young readers 
.A.PASS IT ON: African-American Poetry for .A.For more information please contact: Jill 
Children selected by Wade Hudson, illustrated by O'Brien, Publicist 212/505-3328. 
Floyd Cooper; March 1, 1993; Ages 5-9; 32 pp.; 
NEW SERIES FEATURES AFRICAN-AMERICAN TEENS 
''
"., J ust Us Books. an African-American owned compa-
ny that publishes books for children that focus on 
the AfricanAmerican experience, has released 
,, NEATE (TM) To The Rescue, a book written by 
...__ _ ....,,. Debbi Chocolate. The new title launches a series 
called NEATE (TM), which is geared to young adult readers. 
NEATE, is an acronym for Naimah, Elizabeth, Anthony, Tayesha 
and Eddie, five African-American teens who are featured in the 
series. 
According to Cheryl Willis Hudson, publisher and co-founder of 
Just Us Books, NEATE (TM) is one of the first series for young 
adult readers to fearure African-American youngsters as the promi-
nent characters. Hudson founded Just Us Books along with her hus-
band Wade. 
' Goon HAIR: FOR COLORED GIRLS WHO'VE CONSIDERED 
WEAVES WHEN THE CHEMICALS BECAME Too RUFF" 
Meet Lonnice Brittenum 
Bonner - hair 
outlaw, a 
moniker · 
Brittenum Bonner 
acquired after many 
frusirating years of 
coping with the 
vagaries of African 
American hair care. 
"Series like Sweet Valley High and The Baby Sitters Club fea-
rure white youngsters in suburban settings. Many African American 
youngsters read books in those series because there have not been 
many other options for them. We think NEATE (TM) will fill a , .. 
In 1987, Britten um 
Bonner watched her hair 
wither and break off after 
enduring another session of 
chemical overprocessing. Today, 
she possesses a full head of hair 
and tells how to stage a "hair come-
tremendous void", she said. back" in her new hair care guide,"Good 
NEATE (TM) was created by Wade Hudson. The five main char- Hair: For Colored Girls Who've Considered 
acters in the series live in the same neighborhood and attend the Weaves When The Chemicals Became Too Ruff' 
same junior high school. Hudson said he wanted to create charac- (Sapphire Publications, $14.95). 
ters that are real, and that are representative of the diverse make-up In "Good Hair," Brittenum Bonner combines her skills as a journalist and television writer-producer 
of Black America. with her personal experiences to debunk the cultural stigmas surrounding African hair . 
"One of the youngsters comes from a single-parent home, one "Good Hair" is not about miracle hair growth cures. " I consider 'Good Hair' to be a hair primer of 
lives with her mother and step-father, and another is from a interra- sorts," says Brittenum Bonner. "This is not a book of fancy hair styles but a hair maintenance guide that 
cial home," said Hudson. focuses on cultivating healthy, appealing hair." · 
In this first book in the series, the five friends campaign for the Each chapter offers readers practical, common sense recommendations on African hair care, includ-
reelection of Naimah 's mother to the city council. It's a bitter strug- ing the most effective shampoos and conditioners, and styling suggestions. "Good Hair'' features advice 
gle between the respected woman and her white male opponent, an on how to prevent breakage and how to grow out of a chemical straightener. 
unabashed racist who advocates the re-zoning of voting district to The economics of African hair care is also examined in "Good Hair," according to Brittenum 
quash African-American voting power. Nairn ah and her friends Bonner, who began her career as a reporter with the Oakland Tribune. Now a freelance writer-producer, 
launch their own campaign to get her mother reelected. Brittenum Bonner has also worked with KTVU-Channel 2, the Fox television affiliate, also in Oakland, 
In a recent review, Publishers Weekly said "Chocolate's story and KRON-Channel 4, the NBC affiliate in San Francisco. 
dramatizes the electoral process, unfair political tactics and blatant "African-American women spend billions of dollars on hair care in a futile quest for versatility, but 
prejudice, and should strike a chord among socially aware young- there are problems that money will not solve," says Brittenurn Bonner. "I believe African-American 
sters. The novel's contemplative tone renders it a cut above the typ- women want to enhance their own hair, not use hair weaves, extensions, curly perms, wigs or anything 
ical mass-market YA offering." else they can think of to simulate hair growth." 
Debbi Chocolate is also the author of Kwanzaa and My First "Good Hair'' features tips on how to select the most gentle and effective hair tools for African hair. 
Kwan zaa Book, both for younger readers. NEATE (TM) To The hair primer also shows styling techniques that will liberate readers from a dependence on heated 
The Rescue is her first book for older readers. styling appliances or sleeping in rollers. "Best of all, these styling tips feature an Afrocentric thrust. 
There is also advice for women who lead an active lifestyle- swimming, exercising, vacationing- and 
.A.FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Just Us desire the versatility needed to maintain an attractive, natural looking head of hair." 
Books, Inc. 201 676-4345. In chapters such as "A New Attitude" and "Nappy Hair Phobia," Brittenum Bonner explores the 
growing trend toward Afrocentric styling with a lively, chatty discussion that incorporates humorous 
anecdotes based on her personal experiences of growing up in a society that disparages nappy hair and 
encourages straight hair. 
Most importantly, "Good Hair'' is written by an African-American woman who presents other Black 
women with information that allows them to make informed choices on hair care and validates a pride 
in the Afrocentric image. 
&"GOOD FAIR: FOR COLORED GIRLS WHO'VE CONSIDERED WEAVES WHEN THE 
CHEMICALS BECAME TOO RUFF," released through Sapphire Publications, P.O. Box 10924, 
Oakland, California, 94610. (510) 562-6222. 
' 
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Achievement/Motivation, As It Applies To Blacks And Whites 
'irogether 
We Can 
- -
/By Charles Ledbetter 
MORENO VALLEY NEWS 
:I n order to evaluate proper-
, ly the various problems 
involving achievement and 
,;notivation one must examine 
~uman personality. It is desir-
able that you should become 
aware of some of the many 
viewpoints from which material 
relating to the nature, structure, 
and development of personality 
µiay be considered. All of the 
approaches share one character-
istic: Each reflects the back-
ground, particular studies in the 
field and personality of the theo-
rist who organized each inter-
pretation. 
Definition 
Achievement means, something 
accomplished; especially by 
great effort or superior ability. 
Motivation means inner reason 
which causes a person to act as 
he does under certain circum-
stances. 
Psychological Approach 
Regarding the Black person's 
achievement and motivation, 
there is psychological evidence 
that shows that he is responding 
to the conditions that he is thrust 
into, and his reactions are the 
same as any other human being 
who has been subjected to the 
same conditioning. Freud's theory 
holds that the important elements 
of personality, which fonn the core 
of ahcievem_ent, are fixed during 
the first two or three years of a 
person's life. The experiences 
themselves are "forgotten", but 
the reactions made to them 
remain and become the funda-
mental elements in the develop-
ing personality. The Black per-
son has the same needs as the 
White person; however, because 
of the stress of being condi-
tioned to think of himself as a 
second class citizen feel that it is 
worth the effort to achieve in 
accordance with modem soci-
ety's demands. 
The Black person is tired of 
C•l•bratlng 
Black 
History 
Month 
·Education Is The Key 
- .. .. 
- , 
Coming Soon .... 
Minority Male 
Charette: A 
Community Forum 
June 17 and 18, 1993 
Raincross Square 
Sponsored by: 
The Riverside, Department of 
Community Action 
Other Projects Include: 
Project F.R.E.S.H.: 
A Tutorial Program 
Boyz To Men: Rites of 
Passage (African-
American Youth 
Con£ ere nee) 
April 2, 1993 at UCR 
For Further Inforniation Call: 
(909) 341-8800 
being had by the material orient-
ed, status seeking Blacks and the 
phony White business men. 
One institution that can do many 
positive things to bridge the gap 
that causes lack of motivation, is 
the educational system. 
Unfortunately the education sys-
tem in some districts are guilty 
of creating a wider gap in tenns 
of motivation and achievement. 
The White child does not have 
the same problem, because after 
being motivated, they are 
allowed to achieve, and are 
accepted in society as an equal. 
son the pains of racism are more 
frequent. 
Jung was a student of Freud's 
but Jung soon began to differ on 
many points from his teacher. 
He insisted especially upon the 
importance of purpose and aim 
in modifying and channeling 
personality. He believed that 
each person had a psychic ener-
gy often called Libido- as a driv-
ing force. The individual, with 
this force, moves constantly 
toward a more "complete" form 
of development by stages that -, 
are expressed in terms of goals, •, 
from mere survival in infanc)!., ;. 
through the dominance of sexuai 1• 
expression in adolescence, to the ; 
level of cultural philosophy, anp ~ 
spiritual goals in maturity. · ? 
...--------------------------------------· 
"Everybody can be great. 
Because anybody can serve. You don't , .... :1~ 
have to have a college degree to serve. ~~ ... 1,~. 
The Black person and the 
White person are created by the 
same biological process, with a 
soul, the desire to love and be 
loved, to care for someone and 
be care for. They also desire the 
opportunity to be useful, to 
develop a better world for their 
children, along with these goals, 
Total Acc~ptance, which in tum 
will develop a better self con-
cept. The lack of self approval 
can possibly explain why there 
is so much distrust among the 
various ethnic groups. 
You don't have to know about Plato and . . -·~.;J ·-11, 
Aristotle to serve. You don't have to know · .. ..,,, · ,, -'" 
Einstein's theory of relativity to serve. You · :-N. · · · 
don't have to know the second theory of ~ . 
Black people as any other 
group of people are real bodies 
created by God, people who are 
either having pleasure or in pain. 
When a person experiences pain 
or anxiety, they are not able to 
respond in a positive way, 
achieve, and for the Black per-
thermodyamics in physics to serve. 
You don't need a heart full of grace. 
A sould generated by love." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Riverside Unified City Schools 
Paul Houston, Superintendent 
.. .. . 
Subscribe To The Black Voice News -~~-~alling-682-6070 
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FOR JUST 3% DOWN 
You CAN PUT YOUR NAME 
ON S METHING BE' I' I 'ER THAN 
It you rent, the 
time will come 
when you decide 
you deserve 
something more 
for your money 
than temporary 
living quarters. 
You'll think about 
things like stability, 
security. equity. 
Your family's 
name on a 
A RENT CHECK. 
mailbox. You'll vvant your first home. 
Let us help you make it happen. \Ne're HUD. the 
U .S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
And we have a great selection of homes in many 
areas. They're all surprisingly affordable. In fact, our 
RIGHT NOW, JUST 3% IX)WN 
PUTS YOUR NAME ON A HUD HOME. 
dovvn payments are as lovv as 3% versus the standard 
1 O"/o to 20"/o. And we'll 
often cover most if not all 
of your closing costs. 
Contact your local real 
e state agent now for more 
information. And call 
1-B00-767-4HUD for a 
free brochure on how to buy a HUD Home. 
Your own home. You vvant it. You deserve it. And 
believe us, novv you really can afford it. 
Gl 
~~u:~G WE'LL HELP You OWN A PIECE OF AMERICA. 
To qualified buyers, only on homes wrth FHA-insured financng. Closing costs and fees additional. 
.. 
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Georgia Group M·ixes East And West Coast Styles~ 
\ 
D allas Austin (producer of Another Bad 
Creation, TLC and Boys II Men) 
spoke of Yall So Stupid back in 
the fall. "Yall So Stupid ... " It 
sounded so crazy. I just 
lfiughed. I didn't know what to 
e,xpect. Could this be a 
cyeorgia-1993 version of the 
,1.fros? I think not. 
: The fellas are a lot more seri-
dus than their name suggests. 
Recently the fellas stopped 
through CSUSB 's radio station 
(KSSB 106.3 FM) during a col-
lege radio tour. The fellas were 
in town for the Gavin Music 
Report Convention held up 
North in San Francisco. While 
at the station, they chilled with 
dj 's Mischief, Rockee and yours 
truly, Quiet Stonn (me). 
' • The guys, H-2-O, Uncle Buk, 
Eogic and DJ Sha Boogie have a 
cut out called "85 South" that 
~as an interesting background. 
BR IEFS 
.B04C Plans Rally 
Brothers Down 4 the Cause, 
., an organization based out of 
::Riverside, would like to invite 
;: you and your business to partici-
; pate in the Black Awareness 
:Rally '93. This event is sched-
: uled to take place Friday, March 
:5, 1993 at the San Bernardino's 
i Boys and Girls Club (located on 
·. 1180 W. 9th St.) Doors will be 
; opening at 7 p.m. 
~. Donation tickets are on sale 
tq>w. The first 100 will sell for 
!Is dollars. Then they will sell 
~r $10-$12.50 at the door. This 
~Y will consist of many posi-
ve speakers, and Black organi-
a tions such as; The Urban 
eague, The AARP, BFFC, 
AACP, The AASM, The 
ation of Islam, Johnny Bell, 
alifornia's Black Student 
nion 's and many more. 
• We must "Wake Up" to the 
· nditions that still exist in our 
.every day lives! BD4C will be 
~dressing along with the other 
~ ganizations listed an expected 
3tltendance of at least 700 people 
:iii-more. 
=:: For more information call 
.. J76-9069. 
·~· . •. 
B Parks Sponsors 
:Youth Rally And 
.. ;;ev,rnight Workshop 
t• S.T.R.I.D.E. , (Striving to 
: edirect Individuals in a 
· ~rowning Environment), a non-
'.~ rofit young adult association 
' nder sponsorship under spon-
~ rshi p of the City of San 
~ ernardino Park, Recreation and 
'ommunity Services 
. 
epartment, will be hosting the 
• -41 th annual Overnight Workshop, 
~ ntitled, "United As One" 
. omorrow and Saturday nights at 
alifomia State University, San 
~ardino. · 
·, vie purpose of this workshop 
,.is to give students in the Inland 
.,.l~mpire an opportunity to unite 
· ' one in celebration of Black 
, istory Month, to assist and 
•: edirect them in positive pro-
·~s and to reiterate the values 
-~ d morals of a healty society. 
-~ . The workshop will consist of 
.i Youth Rally tomorrow night 
:~ eaturing Tanya Hart, former 
,:-Jwst of BET "Tanya Hart" live 
how; William Allen Young of 
~ots Landing and others. 
.,. This event will be held in the 
;: Creative Arts Building Recital 
: Hall, 5500 University Parkway, 
, San Bernardino. The cost is 
; only $3 per person and $10 for 
.: students 13 and above. For more 
: information, call 384-5233. 
·· ;{I t ~-~"~l~t,~s~a~l~ot~_·'· 
of 
serious-
ness 
behind 
the 
group." 
(I to r): H-2-0, Logic and Unkle Buk • H-2-0 
According to Uncle Buk, "We 
did '85 South' when we was in 
the studio. X (their producer) 
had this real funky beat playin'. 
You know the bass line is like 
threatenin' right? Logic and X 
was like, "This is what cops be 
harrassin' you off of while riding 
down the highway." It just 
sounded. 
So we made the song right there, 
the same night, in like 15 min-
utes. We do a lot of songs spon-
taneously. We don ' t do too 
much pre-production." 
While in LA, the guys 
stopped by a club and kicked a 
little free style with a seven 
piece band - you know, a Brand 
.. 
_,.,., ,;,,j,< 
f Jf .i 
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New Heavies kinda thing - and 
the fellas thought it was cool. 
They're not considering coming 
out like that, they just like to be 
different. Take their name for 
instance. Though the guys have 
some hilarious interludes on the 
album (one is a crank call in 
search of the imaginary Emma 
Joe.) According to H-2-0 (H), 
"It's a lot of seriousness behind 
the group. We just took the 
name cause it worked for us. It 
describes the groups. You can't 
make mistakes with a name like 
that. Anything we do you can 
expect it." 
Their album, Van Full Of 
Pakistans, in terms of rap style 
is what you would expect. - a around. Then we got a radio there. It just got big like people 
mixture of east and west coast interview and they started just thought we was a group 
styles that come off nice. Their playin' our demo like it was a already." 
content however, stretches single out." Logic interjects, Now Yall So Stupid stands as 
beyond the typical bragging and "On Sundays it's like a college the first artists signed to 
boasting. H describes the sec- radio station called 88.5. We Austin's new commercial free 
ond single and title track like had support from all the djs record label, Rowdy Records. this: "If you take a bunch of __ _.;;:..;;;._ _____ ...;._ ______ .;...._ __ _ 
Pakistans and put them in a van, 
you got problems cause they're 
always at war in the Middle East, 
though they're from one coun-
try. So a Van Full Of Pakistan's 
is a bunch of problems in one 
song. So one person kicked 
about the industry. One person 
kicked about all types of drugs. 
And I just kicked it about adul-
tery. It just seemed to work 
out." 
Sharing similar views on that 
issue, Buck and H were also 
attending med school at 
Drawangs College in Atlanta. 
As their rap career began to pick 
up, school sorta got put on the 
hold, though they intend' to go ' 
back. 
Before they left school, the 
guys were catchin' much local 
wreck. With the help of their 
local stations, like college sta-
tion 88.5 FM, the group got 
known. Buck explains, "We 
started out doing local shows all 
/ ..,,. 
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Doug E. Doug Gets A TV Show 
THE 
'· 
. 
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t 
ivilizations come and go, often leaving 
their art as the only record of their 
....,11111-accomplishments. It has been said that 
a nation that doesn't express itself in art is a 
contradiction in terms; like a person without 
a personality. A nation, like a person, must 
identify with its past as well as its future . 
U.S.A. 
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Rain Did Not Stop Riverside Black Histo~.f "'.P~!ade 
Thursday, February 25, 1993 :, 
Riverside Mayor .Terry 
. Frlzzel 
Dr. Charles Drew 
(1904 - 1950) 
Surgeon and pioneer in the 
development and use 
of blood plasma treatments. 
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Despite the weather, the Riverside Parade was held in the intermittent rain, last Saturday. Forty-five parade partici-pants came out to enjoy the smaller than usual crowds. 
The crowd was good considering the rain, indicated organizers. 
The parade, was rained out last year and rescheduled but not this 
time. Dale Roberts the Parade Chair said, "we remember how it 
rains every year for the Fontana parade. They consider it macho to 
march in the rain. They do it every year no matter what. So we took 
a page out of their book and it was a lot of fun." 
......... ~ .. s . . ,.' 
1st ... place drill team/drill 
patrol 
1st place drum squad 
Mary M. Bethune 
(1875-1955) 
Educator, civil rights leader 
and advisor to 
United States Presidents. 
Carter G. Woodson 
(1875-1950) 
Father of Black History. 
Organized first 
Negro History Week. 
Thanks a Million 
WEEKLY SYNDICATED COLUMN by PERCY ROSS 
Millionaire Percy Ross is known for his philanthropic work. He offers help 
and encouragement for those in need. He has eamed a fortune and a 
wealth of knowledge during his lifetime and wants to share both. 
His motto: "He who gives while he lives ... also knows where it goes" 
Is It Bigotry or Big-of-me? 
Dear Mr. Percy: You just got to help me and my 
poor babies. I got 4 boys and no man to help me. I'm 
just a poor, black momma. Ever since my man died 
in a car wreck, we just wandered from place to place. 
I got me a place to stay now and the authorities have 
got my boys in school, but they ain't got no clothes. 
They ain't liking school much, but I told them the good 
Lord, He wants you to do some book learning. There 
ain't no sense picking crops all your life when the 
good Lord gave you a mind to use. 
Well , they set off going to school every day, only 
to come home a fussing about all the teasing. I told 
my boys I'd write a rich, white man, but only if the good 
Lord sees fit to helping us, will we be getting any. 
Praise Jesus, Mr. Percy, and He will open your heart. 
Mrs. T. W .... Albany, GA 
Dear Mrs. W .: I'd llke to share $500 of my good 
fortune with you and your children. Moral of the 
story: neither of us cares for prejudice. In the 
future, Instead of referring to me as rich and 
white, and you as poor and black, try calling me a 
friend and yourself-a friend In need. 
({:n 
different formats. The tradltlonal syndicated for-
mat and the new, contemporary, sponsored for-
mat. And, It's no mistake that my column Is 
sponsored In a handful of publications by tribal 
gambling organizations. I also have banks, car 
dealers, mortuaries, health services, Insurance 
agencies, etc., that sponsor my column In various 
communities. 
To address your concern, I'm fully aware of 
the controversy associated with gambling. How-
ever, by no means have I endorsed It, nor have the 
tribal gambllng casinos endorsed the opinions 
held In my column. Our arrangement Is one of 
mutual respect. 
(bJ 
Dear Mr. Ross: In the building where I live there 
are several elderly ladies getting by on Social Secu-
rity. The lady who lives below me has struggled with 
M.S. for a long time and has been in a wheelchair for 
several years. Her son, a Vietnam vet, lived with her 
until about 6 weeks ago when she found him dead 
from insulin shock. 
EDUCATION 
Dear Mr. Ross: I wonder if you're aware that 
your column is being sponsored in our local area 
weekly "Shopper" by a gambling casino? I feel this 
is an inappropriate collaboration because it seems to 
endorse gambling in your name. For people who are 
already in financial trouble, suggesting they can im-
prove their situation through gambling will only result 
in more complicated affairs. I realize you might not 
have been aware of this apparent endorsement, so I 
wanted to let you know of my concern. 
Her problem is that she needs to wear "Depends" 
because of lack of bladder and bowel control. The 
M.S. Foundation, which had been supplying her, says 
they are now using their funds for research. She's 
resorted to using rags and is in a pitiful plight. Her 
neighbors aren't in a position to help her, so I'm 
hoping you can see your way clear to come to her aid .... 
Ms. E. A. ... Denver, CO 
Dear Ms. A.: Some requests I thlnt' twice 
about, some I rule out Immediately and ~.hers I'm 
obligated to act on without hesitatior . Guess 
which category yours falls into? Thanls for being 
a concerned neighbor and please acc,.pt my check 
for Incontinence pads. 
T H E K E Y T 0 0 P E N A N Y DOOR. 
Celebrate the vision of our American heroes. 
,j 
Ms. M. H .... Richmond, WI 
Dear Mrs. H.: My column appears In two 
Write Percy Ross, P. 0 . Box 39000-8, Minneapolis, MN 55439. Include your phone number md name of this 
publication. All letters are read. Only a few are answered in this column; others may be ackno•rledged privately . 
.... 
"Thanks a Million" is brought to you weekly as a Public :3ervice by 
The Black Voice News 
P.O. Box 1581 Riverside, CA (714) 682-6070 
YOUR COMMENTS ARE WELCOME 
Sports 
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Dr. J Makes House Call 
Dr. makes a house call: 
this is the place in time when 
you can hardly get in to see a 
Doctor and house calls are all 
but nonexistent. 
The basketball chieftains 
took a step back in time and Dr. 
J, Julius Erving - ex-
Philadelphia 76er surgeon -
made a house call at the 
~asketball Hall of Fame. 
• Joining him in personal 
glory are: Calvin 'The biggest 
little man in the Hall' Murphy, 
Bill 'Grateful Dead' Walton, 
Ann 'I played hard always' 
Meyers, Walt 'Wilt scored 100 
points on me' Bellamy, Dan 'I 
rather be at the Kentucky 
Derby' Issel, Dick ' I am the 1st 
.& best' McGuire and Soviet 
Olympic standout Ulyana 
Semyonova. 
The flying Doctor has to be 
remembered as one of the major 
players and game 
revolutionaries . He is the 
original 'Airman'. His soaring 
graceful dunks were creative 
and breathtaking. But he wasn't 
just a dunker, he had an array of 
He went from joy to pain in one 
seco'nd. But in retrospect, he 
should be proud of his effort. 
Bryan's second place finish 
resulted in a 5.84, which just so 
happens to be a national 
sophomore record. 
Other area high schoolers 
also distinguished themselves: 
Bruce Dunams of Riverside 
North won a heat in the 50-
meter hurdles in 7.12, ........ . 
Jason Campbell of Riverside 
North was third in his heat of 
the 500 yard run at 
1:00.25, ....... Art Lloyd of Rialto 
Eisenhower was fourth in the 
high jump, at 6-6, ........ Moreno 
Valley Canyon Springs' girls ran 
second in their heat of the 
4x440-yard relay, in 
4:28.4, ......... Rialto Eisenhower's 
boys won a heat in the 4x160-
yard relay, in 
1 :09 .44, .. ....... Moreno Valley 
Canyon Springs won it's heats 
in both the boys' and girls' 
4x160-yard relay, the boys in 
1:10 and the girls in 1:19.82. 
Now what about the big 
boys and girls? The world 
travelers and Olympians! They 
came - they conquered - they 
went and they did not disappoint 
the crowd of 11,121. 
Lady Jackie Joyner-Kersee 
in her steady royal manner ran a 
6.84 in the women's 50-meter 
hurdles, equaling the American 
record in the process . 
The worlds fastest women, 
Gail Devers, coerced a 6.10 
(American record) out of that 
travel weary body of hers. Gail 
said she has been "all over 
Europe and Asia in the last eight 
days" and she may have been a 
little tired. Tired or not the lady 
can flat out scoot and she 
demonstrated that on this day. 
Named the meets outstanding 
performer - she noted, "It was 
very satisfying. I have very little 
experience indoors and I know 
that I have to work on my start." 
Oh yeah ....... and if you run any 
faster we won't be able to see 
you motor down the track. 
Kevin Young, the Olympic 
champion and record buster, 
won in the 500-yard run; Joe 
Falcon won the men's mile in 
3:58.95; Dan O'Brien won the 
'mini-decathlon' over Olympic 
gold medalist Robert Zemelik of 
the Czech republic; and Shelly 
Steely (4:32.40) outlasted Alisa 
Hill of Upland in the women's 
mile. · 
Greg Foster, three-time 
world champion who is retiring 
at years end, went out as he 
came in, a winner at 4.41 in the 
50-meter hurdles ......... . 
Lets eat - then play ball : 
The San Bernardino Spirit in 
conjunction with the San 
Bernardino Area Chamber of 
Commerce will h,ost the seventh 
annual "Hot Stove League 
Dinner" today, February 25th, at 
the San Bernardino Hilton. 
Want to meet the pros? Well 
fonner Dodger Lou Johnson and 
former major league infielder 
Todd Cruz will join in the fun 
and activities. Also on hand will 
be team owner Dave Elmore and 
GM Pat Brown. 
"We've got some real good 
things planned," said Brown. 
'This will be a great chance for .,,, 
fans to get a little insight of 
what the future of Spirit baseball 
will be." 
I said it before and I will say 
it again, minor league baseball 
is definitely one of the best 
family outings for the money. 
See you at the ballpark! 
Doctor makes house call against the Lakers in championship game. 
Photo By King Chocolate 
moves that would make the hair•------------------------==================================~ stand on your neck. The Dr. 
/ was the Arthur Ashe of the 
f courts. He was surgical calm, 
t basketball cool and a patient 
operator. 
"It's special," explained 
q: Erving. "That (being a late 
s bloomer) helped me out a lot. 
. r: It prohibited me from ever 
"c. taking anything for granted." 
In case you young guys 
do not know about the flying 
Doctor, he was the man who 
-\ ushered in Bird and Magic 
_ , and showed them how to be a 
~! smooth operator and 
I statesman. They followed his 
lead and took the NBA to the 
next level. 
Thanks basketball 
chieftains for letting the 
t r: Doctor make one last house 
:~· call . in our hoop 
2 , conscience ............ . 
€ ·· 
Trivia Question: Who is 
the world record holder in the 
decathlon? ........... .. .. 
-:• Sunkist brings joy and 
rl' pain: Bryan Howard of 
1
~·Moreno Valley Canyon 
,..,, Springs was erroneously 
t, d h . name t e wmner and 
•. _ national high school indoor 
,_;1 record setter (5.80) in the 
2 boys 50-meter dash in the 
;:, 34th Sunkist Invitational 
1t track and field meet at the 
rr, Sports Arena . 
. t, The shocked Paul Turner 
- ·c ot:San Diego University High 
wa~ taken on an emotional 
9 rolle coaster ride of joy and 
r. , pain and joy. 
2
' "I was pretty sure I had 
~• won. I figured [the officials] 
· would take care of it." 
What about Howard? I 
~ was standing on the track 
talking to him when the 
correction was announced. 
To 
;Subscribe 
Call 
682-6070 
I' 
"The difference between ordinary and extranrdinary is that little extra." 
·• . · ;.;, 
• 
,I 
JACKIE ROOSEVELT ROBINSON 
1919-1972 
" 
Baseball Hall of Famer, Businessman and Civil Rights Activist 
Reebok Celebrat.es Black History Month 
~C!C!bdk ~ · 
Anon . 
AP Wirephoto 
Automotive 
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Buick Commemorates An iversary With 93 LeSabre 
B uick Motor Division has announced a spe-
cially equipped, specially priced 
LeSabre to commemorate 
Buick's 90th anniversary this 
year. 
Custom with extra equipment 
and a price of $18,999. This 
compares with a base 
Manufacturer's Suggested Retail 
Price of $19,935 for Custom 
and $21,735 for LeSabre 
Limited. 
last year, with sales up 24 per-
cent from the previous year. In 
October, LeSabre was named 
Family Circle "Domestic Family 
tation, stemming from J.D. 
Power initial quality surveys 
several years ago, was the foun-
dation for our message that 
Buick is the ' new symbol for 
quality in America.' LeSabre is 
our most popular car and well 
represents what Buick is all 
about - a premium American 
motorcar that is substantial, dis-
tinctive, powerful and mature." 
LeSabre was the 
No. I-selling full-
fall. Several experimental Buick 
automobiles had been built as 
early as 1900 by predecessor ;; 
firms started by David Dunbar 1 • I 
The 90th Anniversary 
LeSabre is a 1993 LeSabre 
LeSabre was the No. I-sell-
ing full-size car in the industry 
Ford Finds Niche For Trucks 
ff Acar in a truck's 
- body" is the best 
Car of the Year." 
Standard on the Anniversary 
LeSabre is such normally 
optional equipment as cassette 
tape player, cruise control, rear-
window defogger, trunk conve-
:iience net, power driver seat, 
power antenna, front storage 
armrest, front and rear carpet 
savers, exterior stripes and the 
customer's choice of wire wheel 
About 31.5 million Buicks 
have been built in nearly 90 
years. The 5-millionth LeSabre 
will be built in March. The 
size car in the 
industry last year ... 
LeSabre name was introduced in 
the 1959 model year. 
Buick Motor Co. was incor-
porated in Detroit May 19, 
1903, and moved to Flint that 
Buick. But production in num-
bers began in 1904, when 37 : 
Model B Buicks were built in a ; 
small factory on Flint's west ·l 
side. The following year more : : 
. \
than 700 Model C Buicks were I 
built in Jackson, Mich., while i 
the new Flint Buick factory was i 
being developed on the site of 
today's Buick City Assembly 
Center. way to describe 
"SPLASH," the non-traditional 
compact pick-up truck that is 
about to make its sales debut. 
This timely and visually appeal-
ing vehicle is type-caste for the 
"change" in the car buying pub-
lic. Pick-up truck buyers are 
both younger and more price-
conscious as consumers . 
Nevertheless, they demand style 
and driving comfon. 
roads. Running it between stop-
lights and on super highways at 
high speeds attests to its better 
than average automobile-like 
handling. The truck-like drag-
ging disappeared, if it was ever 
expected. In fact, unless some-
one mentioned you are riding in 
a truck, you will not know the 
difference in driving an automo-
bile. 
covers or aluminum wheels and f;;;,,..,....----,----------,-------_• -----~---~-=·=·;;-;;_;;;_;;;~ii-ii_i_i-.i ..-;·;j· .... -iiiiiiiillllff-whitewall or blackwall tires. The best ti res at the best 
This is in addition to such • & h b ' 
standard LeSabre equipment as price t e est Service 
Created in a record-breaking 
1 g months, the Ford Ranger 
"SPLASH" is expected to be at 
truck dealerships by March 1, 
19_93. It is like nothing you have 
ever seen or driven before for a 
production pick-up truck. 
driver air bag, anti-lock brakes, I Guaranteed* 
power door locks, rear-door I 
child security locks, air condi- · 
tioning, AM/FM radio, low- I 
liftover trunk and Dynaride sus- 1 
pension. 
All LeSabres have a widely 
acclaimed powertrain - a 3.8-
liter, 170-horsepower 3800 V-6 
engine with tuned port injection 
coupled to an electronically con- ' 
trolled four-speed automatic . 
transmission. Fuel economy is 
an excellent 19 miles per gallon i 
in the city and 28 on the high- I 
way. · 
The special edition car is 
identified with a 90th anniver- · James White, President. 
sary badge on the front fenders. The best prices on the best tires with 
Buick General Manager the best service guaranteed? Its all ·alt 
Edward H. Mertz said the six my Goodyear Certified Auto Service 
passenger LeSabre is the appro- Centers. 
"SPLASH" is sportier and 
has such superior handling that 
it is difficult to deduce that it is 
still a Ranger truck, with all the 
benefits that belong to a truck. It 
has an 108 inch wheel base 
model, offers a standard 1,050 
pound payload and a 4,140 gross 
vehicle weight rating (GVWR) 
on 4 x 2 models; 1,250 pound 
payload and 4,600 pounds 
GVWR for 4 x 4 models. It can 
tow up to 6,000 pounds when 
properly equipped. Excellent at 
off-road traveling as we took 
"SPLASH" up forty-eight 
degree grades on dirt back 
The hauling and towing mus-
cle is still there with a standard 
2.3 liter, electronically fuel 
injected (EFI) four cylinder 
engine and optional 3.0 and 4.0 
liter EFI V6s. Horsepower rat-
ings are 100, 45 and 60 for the 
2.3, 3.0 and 4 .0 liter engines, 
respectively. What really gets 
young men and women excited 
at first glance is the wind surfer 
hot colors of Oxford White, 
Vibrant Red, Raven Black and 
Brilliant Blue, accented by spe-
cial tape stripes on the side and 
tailgate . Only about 35,000 
models of the Limited Edition 
"SPLASH" will be sold nation-
wide. 
The "SPLASH" is a darling 
and daring truck that is attrac-
tive to look at and attractive to 
drive. Ford found the secret to 
the suspension system to soothe 
young and old alike for comfort-
able car-like driving in its new 
"SPLASH," a decorative truck, 
priate model to symbolize So the next time your car needs 
Buick's 90th anniversary. J service or repair- Come see us. • . 
"LeSabre is built at the Buick I r------"":'-----, r------------:-, 35531111errill Ave. As About Our 
Nationwide 
Service 
Warranty 
City plant, on land where Buicks 1 69 95 Service ln·c· ludes: 1 1 15 88 Off~r .1ncludes. 1 Riverside, CA 92056 
• • • Replace padl and shoes • Drain od & l'(!l)lace up to 5 1-800-69-11 R E1 have been built smce 1906 - a I • Repack bearings on non I I · ~0wt I 
site that was really the found a- I drive axles I I Most d • F~E-12~ vehicle • I • Resurfact/drums/rotors I I cars an · · 1nspecb00 I , 
tion for the creation of General 1 8 per axel. • Inspect calipers, Wheel I I light trucks • FREE• tire rota1ion I Goodyear Certified Auto Motors," Mertz said. 1 rake Spec,al Cytnders & t-r,,draulia 1 • Lube Oil & Filter • lnsta!1 new fitte~ I Service Centers Inland " , • • Aqust and road test 1 • lubricate chass,s And LeSabre s qual11y repu-~ L-------_____ .J L ____________ ;;;,1 Empire Tire, Inc. 
SPECIAL LIMITED - TIME OFFER 
AT ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY VW 
HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE? 
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR LS 
NOW AT $14,999 
The 92 Cougar offers looks and distinctive style 
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special 
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features 
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor. 
STANDARD FEATURES 
•3.8 V-6 engine •Is• aluminum wheels 
•AM/FM stereo cassette radio 
•Power driver's seat 
Total vehical and options' 18,319 
Less California discount' 1,500 
•Automatic overdrive transmission 
• Air conditioner 
•Power front disc/rear drum brakes 
• Front and rear stabilizer bars 
•Interval windshield wipers 
•Tinted glass 
•Electric rear window defroster 
•Spttd control 
• Tilt steering wheel 
•Pow.er lock/light groups 
•And much more! 
Less option pacbge discount1 ------ 850 
Less dealer discount 1,970 
Yourprict' 14,999 
HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST! 
ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY 
1600 CAMINO REAL 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408 
714-889-3514 
1 ~ 11,,n $"90fllld "-Pru including cltstiMion. dffilfY and CalifOfflil tfflitliOM: 1111, aflCI - 11111. 2 ~ onlJ .-lllt to 
NliOlflll ol lllt- o1 CIMOIIMI. l P1C1110J 111'""9' 1111«1 on M.S.A.P. ol 110191 vs. M.S.A.P. ol optlOftl ~Ml)lraltfy. 
s. IHoll'IIIOWII MotOllJ IOI - - · 
Probe 
Preferred Equipment Package 253A 
Escort LX 3-LJoor 
Preferred Equipment Pack,1g,· 320A/J2 I A 
Explorer XL-4 Door -h2 
Preferred Equipnwnt Package 'l.JO,\ 
Mustang LX Sedan 
Preferred Equipment Package 240A 
F-350 XLT laria t 4lt2 Crew Cab 
Preferred Equipment Package b71A 
.~_....... . :.· ...  · :r ·c· ,,. ~ r--, ~ ., •. 
' ... . 
~. ... . , 
.. . FORD 
$99PERMO. 
CAN DELIVER . 
ANY NEW CAR 
in our inventory on: 
.Aapproved credit 
AN o Credit? 
.AFirst time buyer? 
.ACredit Problems In The Past? 
Call us at 393-9331. 
We can. sell 
you. a caF! 
4480 Chino Hills Pkwy, 
Chino 
(714) 393-9331 
All Can are: subject to rpior Silles, p lus tax, license, & 
Documentation Fees, and Ap proved Credit, Customer 
Requested options are extra. 
Classified & Legals 
The Black Voice News 
HELP 
WANTED 
'IIREINt: JOBS' 
Flight attendants & 
other occupations. 
Airlines now hiring. 
Call 1-800-998-0720. 
Ext. A2000 CA. 
MEDICAL 
Diamond Health Care 
seeking RN'S, CNA's, 
LVN's, Home Health 
Aides (909) 274 - 9513. 
PSYCHIATRIC 
ABUSE OF 
INSURANCE 
FRAU• ! 
~nyone navlng 
~nowledge of abuse 
• pr fraudulent bllllng 
practices at local 
psychiatric facllltles 
9r private Institutions 
~all Citizens 
Commission on 
Human Rights at 1-
boo-869-CCHR now. 
·---------! GIRLS WANTED 
Jrom Callfornla, 
J)etween 7-19, to 
ornpete In this year's 
th annual 1993 San 
lego Pageants. Over 
. 20,000.00 In prizes 
and scholarships. 
a II today 1-800-
. AGEANT - EXT. 4865 
Group Owned 
TV Station 
as an Immediate 
penlng for an entry 
evel writer/ producer/ 
roductlon person. 
: ournallsm back-
ground / college 
egree a plus. EOE. 
end resumes to: 
rogram Manager, 
HSC - TV46, 3833 
bony Street, Ontario, 
C 91761. Please, NO 
PHONE CALLS . . 
p/2/18/25/93 
GROWTH/ 
SEASONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Gate City Beverage, a 
growth oriented 
leader In the beverage 
distribution Industry 
Is looking for hlghly 
motivated people to 
fill seasonal, part-time 
and regular positions 
now open. 
The following 
opportunities are 
available: 
Telemarketing Reps 
(;3 pan-time) 
Warehouse Person 
(2 pan-time) 
Seasonal Class A 
Delivery Drivers 
(15) 
Sales Reps 
(2) 
Merchandisers 
(2) 
Gate City Beverages 
offers competitive 
wages and excellent 
benefits for full-time 
employees Including 
401 K, pension 
programs and major 
health coverage 
coupled with an 
employee lnvovled 
management style. 
Interested applicants 
should plan to attend 
a scheduled Job Fair 
to be held at Gate City 
Beverage on Monday, 
March 1, 1993 from 
10:00 am to 7:00 pm at 
2505 Steele St, San 
Bernardino. 
No phone calls please 
EEP/AA 
Houses For 
Sale 
ARLINGTON 
Option To Buy 4 Bd 
Rm + Bonus Room -$675.00mo. 
ARLINGTON 
2 Bd Rm + Den & 
Pool, Fl replace, 
$525.00. $199.00 Total 
Move In. 
FONTANA 
Option To Buy 3 Bd 
Rm 2 Bath Fire Place 
$550.00 mo. 
MORENO VALLEY 
3Bd Rm 2 Bath Option 
To Buy $550.00 Mo. 
$600.00 To Move In. 
Call-909-343-0289. 
Moreno Vallev 
4 bedroom, 2.5 batn 
plus Bonus room, 
1,900 sq ft, $155,000, 
pool. 
3 bedroom, 2.5 bath 
over 1,500 sq ft., 
model perfect, $129,300. 
Lease Option for 12-24 
months corner lot, 3 
bedroom 2.5 bath 1,400 
sq ft present all offers, 
$10,000 move In. 
APARTMENT 
FOR RENT $1000 move In fee & 1 
mo. free rent w/ 1 yr. 
lease 909-889-4711. 
APT. For Rent 
2 bd rm, 1 bath, 
$475.00 mo. , $300.00 
deposit Franklin St., 
Riverside. Available 
now. (909) 787-8860 
Brand 
Spanking New 
Over 1,800 sq. ft. state 
-of-the-art home. 
Approx. 1/3 Acre, 3 
br/2 baths. Agent 
Vickie 783-9620. 
Nutritional 
Program 
Lose 30 pounds In 30 
days for 30 dollars. 
For more Information 
call (909) 820-4262 
Grand Opening 
Shades 
OfArl 
PageB-7 
SUPERVISOR OF 
MAINTE ANCEi 
OPERATIONS/GROUNDS 
Successful candidate will have a minimum of four 
years of experience in construction trades and/or 
skilled maintenance occupations in at least three 
fields such as electrical , plumbing, HVAC , 
carpentry and painting. School district experience 
preferable. Salary range is $2,373 to $2,997 per 
month with a hcnefit package totaling $5082 
annually which includes medical, dental, life and 
accident insurance. Wri tten tests will be 
administered. Deadline to apply is March 10, 
1993, 4:30 p.m. 
Personnel Office 
PERRIS UNION HIGH SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 
1151 North A Street 
Perris, CA 92570-1909 
(909) 943-6369 
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS 
MANDATORY PRE-BID CONFERENCE 
For Your Infor mation 
MBE/WBE SOURCES 
Mailing Address 
P.O. Box 2743 
Palm Springs, CA 
92263 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as 
BLESS YOU NOW 
1324 Camelot Dr. 
Corona, CA 91720 
'JEROME BURREL 
1324 Camelot Dr. 
Corona, CA 91720 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
ls/Jerome Burrel 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 1-93 
The filing or this statement 
Street Address 
425 N. Civic Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 
92263 
does not Itself authorize the 
use In this state ot a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 2116/93 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file In 
111y office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE-No.931115 
p/'2/251,3/4/11/18/93 
FICTITIOUS BUSINFSS 
.NAME STATEMENT 
7 ·, The following person(s) Is (are) doing business as INLAND SIGNS & 
LE'ITERlNG 
1282 N. Blanchard St. 
Banning, CA 92220 
ANGELITA PORTER 
1282 N. Blanchard St. 
Banning, CA 92220 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
Isl Angelita Porter 
.9L {jaffery 
Specializing In fine multi-ethic 
art, posters & collectables 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on NIA 
The filing or this statement 
does not Itself authorlu the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights or another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 1/28193 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the or iginal 
statement on file In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
1557A main met. 
Rivenide, CA 
( 909) 681-1576 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri 10-6 
Saturday 10-4 
, ~=':t; ',~ ~ ~,' ;< "- ;-;:, , 7~011ri ,: :J r -.~111.:BfllitlO .. r 111~1 .. ..l1ist:J I.· , ~~, /~~~-~lm +JI ,!JIJ~ ~!!!!!!l ,!rn.~:i:!!1 ~ 1 · ~-: Jnlancl, E~DI~;'~•--· In Blael( 11ncU:·,:,, :"'I CT'.:' 
,/,;. . t- -: "-· ... ,· '' . -;,;,;, :-::•_'-:-:· '.''• •< ·..:•. _-.... ',' --~--:-:,,:::.:, . . ' ' ' ·:· I O Yes, I lia~j ericl~~ed i,ny):he~ ~oi:$,32.33 '~ ·1 
I for my r y~ar subscription. ; \ \'.~I 
I . . r;;:r.1 I ~~~ ,.....,.,,--~~ •.• -. 
,t 
I 
I 
I 
Bl--~·~ ------
) \ 
' 
FILE•No.930696 
p/2/W 1812Sl,3/4193 
FICTITIOUS BUSINFSS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as 
A•l SEW-VAC RIVERSIDE 
5330 Arllngton Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
BILLY WAYNE MORRIS 
513 W. Philadelphia 
Ontar io, CA 91762 
This business Is conducted by 
a n Individual. 
ls/Billy Wayne Morris 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on NIA 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself a uthorlu the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on 2/09/93 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct ropy or the original 
statement on fi le In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE-No.931009 
p/2/W 18/251,3/4/93 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The fol lowing person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as 
MURRIETA LAWN CARE 
24544 Annita Arconte 
Murrieta , CA 92562 
RONALD ALLEN ROSS 
24544 Avanlta An:onte 
Murrieta , CA 92562 
Thursday, February 25, 1993,-.:. 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
ls/Ronald Ross 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on J une 1, 
1992 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself author ize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. B& P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 2/09/IJ'J 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a rorrect copy ot the original 
statement on me In my office. 
WILLIAME. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE-No.931030 
p/2/W18/25/ ,3/ 4/93 
FICTmous BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as 
YIMI'ERNATIONAL 
PRODUCTS & SERVICES 
INC. (2) YPS. 
1411 South Rlmpan Ave. Suite 
#210 
Corona, CA 91719 
YIMTERNATIONAL 
PRODUCTS & SERVICFS 
INC. 
1411 South Rlmpan Ave. Suite 
,#210 
Corona, CA 91719 
California 
T his business Is conducted by 
a Corporation 
IC/Ylmternatlonal Products & 
Services Inc. 
Is & I/Alex Chung Hung Yim 
This registra nt commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on June 1, 
1992 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use In this state ot a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federa~ state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement fi led with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 2122/93 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the orlglnal 
statement on file In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE-No.931272 
p/2/251,3/4111/18/93 
FICTITTOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as 
GOD'S LOST SHEEP 
23653 Parkland Ave 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
TA'NYA DONNEL 
TOLEVER 
23653 Parkland Ave 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
ls/Ta'nya D. Tolever 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on NIA. 
The flllng of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
buslnes., name In violation of 
the r ights ofanother under 
federa l, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 214193 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a mrrect copy ot the original 
statement on file In my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE-No.930885 
p/2118/25/J l4IW 93 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
OF BULK SALE 
(Secs. 6101-6111 U.C.C.) 
Notice Is hereby given to 
creditors of the within named 
transreror(s) that a bulk sale Is 
about to be made on personal 
property hereinafter 
described. 
The name(s) and business 
addres., of the Intended 
transreror(s) are: 
BOB GRlM, also known as 
ROBERT L. GRIM and whose 
business address Is: 
1395 Blain Street, 
Riverside, California 92507 
The name(s) and business 
addres., ot the Intended 
transreree(s) are: 
JAMFS T. ABSHERE 
whose business address Is: 
2110 Elsinore Road, Riverside, 
California 92506 
That the property pertinent 
hereto Is described In general 
as: stock-in-trade, fixtures, 
equipment and goodwill and Is 
located at: 1395 Blaine Street, 
Riverside, California 92507. 
The business name used by the 
said transreror(s) at said 
location Is: 
' 'BOB'S UNOCAL 76'' 
3771 ARLINGTON AVENUE, 
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 
92506 and the last day for 
flllng claims by any creditory 
shall be March 30, 1993 which 
ls the business day before the 
ronsummatlon date specified 
above. 
So far as Is known to said 
Intended Transferee(s) said 
Intended Transferor(s) used 
the following additional 
business names and addresses 
within the three years last 
past: (If ''none" so state.) 
Dated: January 8, 1993 
James T. Abshere. 
lp/2/W18/2Sl93 
CNS1080082 
STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 
OFFICE OF THE 
STATE ARCHITECT 
DEPARTMENT OF 
GENERAL SERVICES 
ADVERTISEMENT 
FOR BIDS 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
SEALED PROPOSALS 
w ill be received in Suite 
250, 1573 Innovation 
D ri ve , San Di ego , 
Calif ornia 921 2 8, until 
2 :00 p.m. , Thursday, 
April 15, 1993, at 
which t ime they w ill be 
publicly opened and 
read at said address f or: 
ASBESTOS 
ABATEMENT AND 
CEILING REPAIR 
CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY 
PATROL 
BANNING AREA OFFICE 
BANNING, RIVERSIDE 
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA (W.O.: CHO 825 04) 
Code No.: 8528 
This project comprises 
removal and disposal of 
existing damaged ceiling 
and asbestos-containing 
insulation ; and 
furnishing and installing 
gypsum board, sprayed-
on ceiling texture, and 
insula t ion ; an d 
ret ro f itting l ight ing 
sys tem. 
Bidde r s must be 
Contractors licensed in 
B classificat ion and 
certified for A sbestos 
Abatement by the State 
o f Cal i fo r nia 
Contrac t ors ' State 
License Board an d 
registered for asbestos 
abatement with the 
Division of Occupational 
Safety , and Health. 
Department of Industrial 
Relations . 
Pre-bid Site Inspection: 
Bids wi ll on ly be 
accepted from those 
Cont ractors hav ing 
attended the following 
mandatory pre-bid site 
inspection tour. On 
Tu esday , M arch 9, 
1 993, at 1 :30 p.m. 
there w ill be a pre-bid 
site inspection tour, at 
wh i ch t i m e 
representatives of the 
Stat e and prospective 
bidders shall meet at the 
Build i n g 
En tr a ne e / Rec ep t i o n 
A rea, CHP Banning Area 
O f fi ce , 6 0 1 North 
Highland Springs Ave. 
Banning. 
Bidders ma~ order plans 
and specifications by 
contact ing Co ntract 
Management Section, 
400 P Street , 5th Floor, 
Sacramento, 95814, 
Telephone (9 16) ~ ??-
287 1. 
Plans and specif icat ions 
m a y lbe obta i ned 
w ithout charge, and are 
not to be returned. 
Pr equ a l i fication of 
bidders under the State 
Cont r9ct Act is not 
required. 
Successful bidder shall 
f urnish payment bond 
and performance bond 
as required by law . 
Partic ipat ion in the 
Minority IWom enslDisab 
led Veterans Business 
Enterprises (MMI/DVBEt 
Program is required f or 
this Project. BIDDERS 
ARE ADVIS ED TO 
CO M M E N CE THE 
REQUIRED MM//DVBE 
P RO CE DURES 
IMMEDIATELY UPON 
RECEIPT OF PROJECT 
MANUAL. 
PRELIMINARY REVIEW: 
Bidders may have their 
M I W / DVB E 
documentation review ed 
for compliance by t he 
MI W IDVBE Contrac t 
Officer on or before 
Friday, M arch 26, 19 9 3. 
See Sup p lem en t a ry 
Inst ruct ions to Bidders. 
Refer to Project M anual 
for a dd i tio na l 
requirements. 
That said bulk sale Is Intended 
to be consummated at the 
office of: JOHN J , PEARCE 
FSCROWS, INC., 3771 
ARLINGTON AVENUE, I 
RIVERSIDE, California 92506 
on or after Man:h 31, 1993. 
The bulk sale Is subject to 
California Uniform 
Commercial Code Section 
6106.2. 
/ HARRY C. 
HALl'ENBECK, FAIA 
ST A TE ARCHITECT 
02/25/93 
The name and address of the 
person with whom claims may 
be fi led Is JOHN J . PEARCE 
FSCROWS, INC. 
. For Advertisement 
Information CAIi 
682-6070. 
MUNICIPAL COURT OF ,, 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY ot 
RIVERSIDE . .,_ 
RIVERSIDE JUDICIAL :._ 
DISTRICT 
CASE NUMBER 229992 
.~ 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATI<ii. 
OF SUMMONS OR ., 
CITATION 
EDWARD CORONA ' : 
vs 4 ... 
DONALD ABERNATHY, etc/ '; 
et.al. 
Upon reading and filing 
evidence consisting of a 
dedaratlon as provided In -.f 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
(. 
Edward Corona, and It 
satisfactorily appearing 
therefrom that the defendant, 
Donald Abernathy, cannot be 1:; 
sel"!'ed with reasonable ~ 
diligence In any other manner 
spedfied In artlde 3, Chapter 
4, Titie S of the Code ofCh1I -,.. 
Procedure, and It also .... 
appearing from the verified · :;> 
complaint or petition that a ,,., 
good cause of action exists In ; .~ 
this action In favor of the • " 
plalntltr, therein and agalnst •. t.~ 
the defendant, and that the : ,.-, 
said defendant Is a necessary . . 
and proper party to the action',:·, 
or that the party to be served ~ 't 
has or daims an Interest In, 1 .,. 
real or personal property In ·; 
this state that Is subject to the '· 
jurisdiction of the Court or the-• .. 
relief demanded In the action 
consists wbolly or In part In . .,,. 
excluding such party from any ;• 
Interest In such property: / · 
NOW, on motloo of Edward . ,,!· 
Corona for the Plalntlfl'(s), IT-·, 
IS ORDERED that the senlc~ ! . 
of said summons or citation In.•.; 
this action be made upoo sald- .(J. 
defendant, by publlcatlon · • 
thereof In The Voice a 
newspaper of general ::i ~-
clrculatlon published at San 1,. 
Bernardino, California, hereby • 
designated as the newspaper •", 
most likely to give notice to · c, 
said defendant; that said -~ 
publication be made at least •· 
once a week for four successive} 
weeks. :,ir 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED ~'. 
that a copy of said summons -
and of said complaint In this ·'::, 
action be forthwith deposited .- :j 
In the United States Post ; 
Office, post-paid, directed to j 
said defendant, If his -;; 
address Is ascertained before 1 
expiration or time prescribed c 
for the publication of this • •. 
summons or dtatlo• and a 
dedarat!on ot this malling or- ~ 
of the fact that the address was 
not ascertained be flied at the -f 
expiration or the time 1 
prescribed for the publication. I 
Date: Feb. 18, 1993 
William H. Sullivan, 
Judge 
lp/21251 ;J/4/11/18193 
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~-----' Houses For 
Sale 
---------, I 
I Affordable & 
Adorable! ' ,,
·' Xlnt condition. 2 : 
bdrm + 1-3/4 bath, : 
fireplace, manicured I 
yard. Price that lets : 
you profit only i 
$99,900, I 
I 
I 
I 
This Home : 
won' t strain the l 
budget! 3 bdrm + 1- l 
3/4 bath, fireplace, lg l 
yard, covered patio,: 
convenient access to :. 
60 freeway and mall. l 
Call for preview only, : 
$119,900. l 
I 
' I Deseradir ,,· 
., 
Orange Crest - ·: 
I I 
near new 1,500 sq ft - , 
3 + 2 Xlnt condition, : 
low malntalnenced : 
yard. Ready for your:: 
Inspection, on1y:: 
$140,500. 
Imagine , 
twice the room you : 
have now! Custom : 
2,900 3 bdrm + 2 bath : 
formal dining room, : 
groumet kit/nook- 3 : 
fi replaces, study, .69 j 
acre horse ok. Priced 1 
In the high 100s 
For Information on 
these properties call 
Beverly 780-1633. 
.. 
. ,. 
~. 
~-., 
., 
i: 
i The Black Voice News 
APPLICATION FROM F/P 
; "We are planning a series of seminars through out the state for the 
. "94-'95 school year," said Dameron. 
Students and their parents are invited to come together. They 
must bring copies of the following records for both the parents and 
: students: 
· 1)1992 U.S. Income Tax Returns (Fonns 1040, 1040A or 1040 
EZ). 
2)State income tax returns. 
3)W-2 fonns and other records of money earned in 1992. 
4)Records of Untaxed income, such as welfare, social security, 
AFDC or ADC, or veterans benefits. 
5)Current Bank Statements. 
6)Current mortgage infonnation. 
?)Business and fann records. 
8)Records of stocks, bonds and other investments. 
9)Student's driver license and social security card. 
lO)A completed GPA verification fonn for Academic year 1993-
94 (available at the students high school senior 
counseloroffices). The fonn is to be completed by the students 
high school records department. 
11) The student's complete high school and college transcripts (if 
any). 
SUBSCRIBE TOTHE VOICE 
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J. W. NORTJI FROM F/P --
Although they reported seeing firearms, there was no proof of it. 
On Tuesday morning, we were having a meeting with the Riverside 
Police Department. In the middle of the meeting another fight broke 
out." The police were prepared and it looked as though they were 
called in for control. That was not the case." 
Kinnear said there was not a riot. What happened was there were 
groups of youth fighting each other, one on one and two on two. It 
never degenerated into a riot situation that became a malle." 
On Tuesday, a fight broke out in the morning before students 
went to class. This created a situation that caused students to gather 
to watch. No one was injured. One student was arrested because 
he wouldn't listen to the principal or the police. He was handcuffed 
and arrested, because he was out of control. · 
In the middle of first period, a student was stopped, entering 
campus behind the gym, carrying a stick he planned to use as a 
weapon. Between first and second period, three to four fights that 
were one on one broke out on different parts of campus. Between 
second and third periods, there were 6 or 7 fights. Things happened 
fast. By fourth period, things had calmed down, as I got on the PA 
system telling the student to use their heads, and don't be in the 
wrong place at the wrong time." 
Kinnear was critical of the Press Enterprise the daily newspape 
because it was not a riot. There were only a small number o 
students involved and police were called in for safety reasons. '"The 
school did not erupt, that's why we had all the police to keep the 
campus safe. It is always better to be safe than sorry," he said. 
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FEBRUARY 25-- African-
·: American Association at Kaiser-
., Permanente Fontana is having their 
: 1st Annual Fair. The Fair will fea-
' tore afrocentric businesses and 
~ infomrative services -- Hassan 
Accessories, Mittie Allen Crafts, 
Brown's Books, Inland Empire 
Kwanzaa Committee, Instittue for 
Black Parenting's Adoption and 
Foster Care, and art display. The 
Fair will be held in front of 
Building 1 from 11 - 6 pm. For 
information call (909) 822-7776. 
FEBRUARY 25 -Fourth Annual 
Dr. Richard N. Boylan Memorial 
Lectureship, UCR Campus, 
University Theater. Topics will be 
"Women and Depression' Women 
and Menopause; Women and 
Sexual Harassment". For informa-
tion call (909) 682-2753. 
FEBRUARY 25--Oldie But 
Goodie Night, Jessie Turner Center, 
6896 Citrus Avenue, Fontana. Call 
(909) 350-7688. 
FEBRUARY 26--African 
Students Dialogue & February 
Birthdays Celebration. Claremont 
Office of Black Student Affairs. 
SUBSCRIBE To 
THE VOICE 
FEBRUARY 26--Black History 
FEBRUARY 26--"Unity Day", Program, Community Baptist, 939 
Step Show, UCR Commons, Clay St, San Bernardino. Call (909) 
Grassy Area. UCR. Call (909) 684- 874-3639 for infonnation. 
0805 for more infonnation. 
FEBRUARY 26--Black History 
Banquet, Jessie Turner Center, 
6896 Citrus A venue, Fontana. Call 
(909) 350-7688. 
FEBRUARY 27 --Third Annual 
Black Tie Art Affair at 7:00 pm at 
Valley Bank, 24010 Sunnymead 
Blvd. To RSVP call (909) 242-
7375 or (909) 943-6679. 
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MV Merchants From F/P 
and good-bye." Lewis said they even reported them to a security 
guard. Lewis said, Marrafino explained to her that this was that 
merchant's personality. 
Marrafino explained to Black Voice News, she couldn't speak 
for the merchant but , "they don't reflect the mall management's 
feelings." She explained, the mall doesn't nonnally provide a 
sound person. "The problem was the group singing had a lot o 
tone, and the volume level kept going up. We want lots of traffic 
and we want to work closely with our community," she said. 
Lewis said she did not make the decision to cancel alone she 
polled her officers and they were willing to give the mall a second 
chance. The program will go on almost as planned. One group said 
they didn't want their name mixed with any controversy, a couple 
of others said they could not control the volume of their music and 
pulled out. 
Barnes said her issue is one of how they disrespected them, " I 
don't tolerate anyone disrespecting us." 
The group has been invited to return next year by Marrafino; 
however, Lewis said her group will decide that at a later date. 
The Moreno Valley Black Civic Organization, will hold their 
Black Tie Art event Saturday at the Valley Bank, 24010 
Sunnymead Blvd., at 7 p.m. 
Our Bodies From A-3 
diagnosis can be made by blood tests or culture 
means. 
The key is a high degree or index of suspicion. 
If you have acute pulmonary problems and live in 
the desert or dry areas and/or work in those areas 
please be sure to inform your physician of this in 
order that he may take this into consideration. The 
majority of patients go on to uneventful resolution 
of their problems. Only a minority of patients (the 
number is increased in Afro-Americans) develop 
complicated lung problems or disease in other 
areas of their body. 
Note: the decision to treat is made with caution 
as the presently available drugs have serious side 
effects. 
Voices In Praise 
"A Lay - Shepherding 
Ministry Fulfilling The 
Needs Of Our Listeners" 
Josephine Birdsong-Lacey 
KPRO 1570 AM 
Saturday, 6 PM-9PM 
(714) 684-7017 or 
stop by and see our new shipment including titles: 
.. 
., 
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.. 
.. 
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Jack Ritchason James Wel~on John~?n 
Alex Haley The Little Herb Encyclopedia, Revised The Books Of African Negro Spmtuals 
The Autobiography Of Malcolm X Brian Lanker 
Derrick Bell 
Faces At The Bottom 
Of The Well 
Terry McMillan 
Mama 
Disappearing Acts 
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing 
The Isis Papers 
I Dream Of World 
Alice Walker 
In Love & Trouble 
Horses Make A Landscape Look More 
Beautiful 
Good Night, Willie Lee, I' ll See You In 
The Morning 
In Search Of Our Mothers' Gardens 
Living By The Word 
Possessing The Secret Of Joy 
C.A. Diop 
The African Origin Of Civilization 
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Office Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to5 p.m. 
1583 W. Baseline St.• San Bernardino •CA• 9241 
Dr. Frances Cress We/sing 
Call us at (909) 889-0506 
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